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ABSTRACT

Financial crises in the late 1990's in areas such as Asia and Latin Americ4 as

well as the collapse of trading organizations such æ Long-Term Capital Management,

have led to increased emphasis on meæuring and controlling risk. One of tho most

common methods for measuring market risk is Value at Risk (VaR). VaR can be defined

æ the "...maximum amount of money that may be lost on a portfolio over a given period

of time, with a given level ofconfidence" (Best 1998). This study examines several

different methods for computing VaR. The first method is the parametric method, with

VaR being computed using the normal distribution and the t-distribution across twenty-

eight different futures markets. The second method is the historical simulation method,

which is examined across the same twenty-eight flrtures markets. The historical

simulation method is then compared with the parametric method for computing VaR. The

third section examines VaR from the perspective of an investment manager with a longer

holding period, such as one month or longer. Monthly VaR is computed and then scaled

using .f to sompute VaR for longer holding periods.

Results show that the parametric method is an acceptable method for computing

VaR, and better captures risk at the 99 percent confidence level when using a t-

distribution instead ofusing the traditional normal distribution. In addition, results show

that the historical simulation method is also an acceptable method for computing VaR,

particularly when a long parameter of 1000 days is used. VaR can also be accurately

computed for portfolios with holding periods of one month. However, scaling one-month

VaR to longer holding periods using the r.[ rule tends to overestimate VaR.
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CIIAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Considerable research hæ been conducted in the area of financial risk

management in recent years, as financial crises in the late 1990's in areas such as Asia

and Latin America, æ well as the collapse oftrading organizations such æ Long-Term

Capital Management, have led to an increæed emphæis on meæuring and controlling

risk. Accurate assessment of risk by management is important for both investors and

regulators. There are several different categories offinancial risk, including market risk,

credit risk, liquidity risk and operational risk (Jorion 1997). This study focuses on mæket

risk. one challenge for risk managers and regulators is finding a measure ofrisk ttrat

captures the firm's market risk, and describes this risk in terms that can be understood by

most managers and compæed across firms.

One of the most widely used measures of market risk is Value at Risk (VaR)

(Smithson 1998; Hull 1999), which attempts to meæure the maximum downside market

risk at a given confidence level. Therefore, the objective of this study is to examine the

performance of væious VaR methods for meæuring risk. VaR can be defined as the

".. .maximum amount of money that may be lost on a portfolio over a given period of

time, with a given level of confidence" (Best, 1998), and makes the statement ..... we are

X percent certain that we will not lose V dollars in the next N days', where V is the Value

at Risk, N is the time horizon and X is the confidence level (Hull and White 1998).

Essentially, vaR attempts to measure the likelihood of losses at the left-hand tail of the

distribution of æset retums.



Numerous researchers have studied the reliability of Value at Risk models,

including Beder (1995), Hendricks (1996) and Best (1998). Beder examined portfolios of

US Treæury strips, the S&P 500 index and S&P 500 index options, and concluded that

VaR results are quite sensitive to the methodology used and æsociated assumptions.

Hendricks examined foreign exchange rate portfolios using a variety of methods for

computing VaR, and found that the VaR measures examined slightly underestimated risk

at the 99 percent confidence level. Best (1998) examined fifteen different assets using

eight different measures for computing VaR, and concluded that the only models tested

that performed well at the 99 percent confidence level were the Exponentially Weighted

Moving Average (EWMA) with a weight of 0,97 and the GARCH (l,l) model.

Often a main assumption made when computing VaR is that asset retums are

normally distributed (Best 1998, Alexander 2001). However, many financial asset price

series contain 'outliers' with large price increæes and decreases that cause the

distribution of retums to have more kurtosis than is æsumed by a normal distribution

(Duffie and Pn 1997). This kurtosis has the effect of increæing volatility leading to an

underestimation of VaR.

This study examines the performance of two common methods for computing

VaR, the parametric method and the historical simulation method. Chapter Two examines

the paramstric method for computing daily VaR on a number of futures markets

comparing the t-distribution to the commonly used normal distribution at the 99 percent

confidence level, Use of a t-distribution maintains the eæe of use and computation of the

parametric method while allowing for a higher frequency of retums at the extreme ends

of the retum distribution.



chapter Three examines the performance of the historical simulation method for

computing daily vaR on a number of futures markets at the 99 percent confidence level.

This method is easy to understand and compute, uses actual price data, and makes no

statistical assumptions regarding the distribution of æset retums. vaR is computed using

parameters of 100, 250 and 1000 days. These results are then compared to the

performance of the parametric method for computing vaR on the same futures markets,

chapter Four examines the performance of vaR for meæuring risk in institutional

investment portfolios with a holding period of one month or longer. The parametric

method is used to compute monthly vaR atthe 99 percent confidence level for portfolios

ofstocks and bonds. The monthly vaR is then scaled up using the "f rule to compute 3

month, 6 month, 9 month and 12 month VaR.

Chapter Five is a summary of chapters two, three and four. It compares the results

of the different vaR methods of computation, and describes how vaR can be a useful risk

management tool in a variety of situations.



CIIAPTERTWO

IMPROVED PARAMETRIC METHODS FOR COMPUTING VALUE AT
RISK

Introduction

Increased market volatility in recent years and financial crises in the 1990,s in

a¡eæ such as Asia and Latin America hæ led to an increæed emphasis on measuring and

controlling market risk, The Bank of Intemational settlements defines market risk as "the

risk that the value ofon- or off-balance-sheet positions will be adversely affected by

movements in equity and interest rate markets, cunency exchange rates and commodity

prices." (Alexander 2001). One of the most widely used measures of market risk is Value

at Risk (Smithson 1998; Hull 1999), and VaR attempts to measure the maximum

downside loss under normal mæket conditions given a predetermined confidence level.

VaR is most commonly used to measure market risk for applications such æ banks,

financial firms and investment portfolios, æ well æ trading portfolios such as cæh and

futures,

This chapter uses the parametric method for computing VaR, as it wæ the first

widely used method and is still the most common method for computing VaR (Smithson

1998, Best 1998). This method is also used in the popular JP Morgan VaR program

RiskMetrics. The information in this study should be useful to managers in financial and

trading firms, æ it is one of the first studies to examine the usefl¡lness ofthe t-distribution

for computing parametric VaR. over a broad range of markets, and may be a worthwhile

improvement over the traditional normal distribution which has difficulty with the large

price changes and fat distribution tails often found in fi¡ancial markets,



Theory

Numerous researchers have studied the reliability of Value at Risk models,

including Beder (1995), Hendricks (1996) and Best (1998). Beder examined portfolios of

US Treasury strips, the S&P 500 index and S&P 500 index options, and concluded that

VaR results æe quite sensitive to the methodology used and associated assumptions.

Hendricks examined foreign exchange rate portfolios using a variety of methods for

computing VaR, including the equally weighted and Exponentially Weighted Moving

Average measures for computing the standard deviation in VaR. Hendricks found that

these particular VaR meæures slightly underestimated risk at the 99 percent level.

Best (1998) examined fifteen diflerent assets consisting ofinterest rates,

commodities, equity indices and exchange rates. Using eight different measures for

computing VaR, Best concluded that the only models tested that perform well at the 99

percent confidence level are the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average (EWMA) with

a weight of 0.97 and the GARCH (1,1) model. Since both of these models performed

about equally well, Best suggests that the extra computation time and estimation

difficulty required by the GARCH model may not be justified for common VaR

applications.

VaR began to gain wide application in the banking industry in the mid-1990's as

banks began to adjust their capital for risk in financial marksts as required by regulators.

For example, the Bæle Accord from the Bank of Intemational Settlements was

implemented using bank capital requirements æ a multiple of VaR for banks in its

member countries (Butler 1999). vaR measures the maximum downside market risk at a



given confidence level. vaR can be defined as the "...maximum amount of money that

may be lost on a portfolio over a given period of time, with a given level of confidence"

(Best, 1998), and makes the statement ". . . we are X percent certain that we will not lose

v dolla¡s in the next N days" where v is the value at Rislq N is the time horizon and X is

the confidence level (Hull and white 1998). Essentially, vaR attempts to measure the

likelihood oflosses at the left-hand tail ofthe distribution ofasset retums. But, vaR does

not meæure the size ofpotential losses beyond the chosen confidence level. There is no

way to estimate an absolute worst possible loss for a portfolio, because price distributions

are often æsumed to be approximated by the continuous probabitity distribution with

unlimited tails (Jorion 1997). vaR also does not consider potential losses in a specific

portfolio from non-market factors such as political risk, liquidity risk, operational risk,

fraud, etc.

VaR is most commonly computed at the 95 percent or 99 percent confidence

levels. The Bæle Accord from the Bank of Intemational Settlements used by bank

regulators uses a 99 percent VaR when setting regulatory capital requirements for

commercial banks @utler 1999, Alexander 2001). A one-day VaR, e.g. the maximum

amount oflosses expected over one day, is usually calculated for in-house use at most

financial institutions, since most financial æsets such as futures portfolios traded on

organized exchanges can often be liquidated within twenty-four hours, and the profits and

losses of most trading firms are also computed daily. However, a longer holding period

would be used if computing VaR for æsets that æe difücult to liquidate in one day, As

well, firms need to be careful not to make the mistake of claiming a 99 percent

confidence level vaR as a certainty, rather than an expectation that the firm will not lose



greater than that amount only one percent ofthe time. Accuracy of a given VaR

computation can change considerably with changes in the æsumptions and inputs entered

into the model. one of the keys to proper implementation of vaR is understanding the

parameters and inputs ofthe chosen model.

There are several reæons why it is important to accurately compute a firm's VaR.

First, underestimating VaR mistakenly exposes a firm to more risk than it wishes, and

this leads to potentially larger losses than expected. secondly, overestimating vaR means

that a firm sets æide more capital than is necessary and this is an inefücient use of

capital. A third reæon for the importance of accurate vaR computation is that vaR is

being increasingly used by regulatory authorities for determining the capital requirements

for commercial banks, and so inaccurate VaR models may lead to inadequate capital

reserves being held (Best 1998).

Pa¡ametric VaR theory and assumptions

Mæket risk may be described æ the potential profit or loss for a portfolio that is

left unchanged over a period ofå days. The formula for the change in portfolio value is

A¡Pt=Pr+n-Pt Q.t)

where P is the price of the portfolio on day I (Alexander 2001). A 100(l-cx,)% h-period

value at risk meæure is the nominal amount C such that

Prob(ÂP<-C)=o (2.2)

where ÀP denotes the change in portfolio value over a prespecified holding period h, and

c¿ is a sufficiently small probability (Alexander and Leigh, 1997). VaR is largely

determined by the volatility ofthe portfolio retums over the holding period since



volatility is meæured by standard deviation. The standard deviation is multiplied by the

Z-value or t-value æsociated with the chosen statistical distribution and confidence level

and the initial portfolio dollæ amount to anive at a dollar value. This dollar value is the

VaR of the portfolio for the chosen confidence level.

Often a main assumption made in the parametric method for computing VaR is

that assst retums are normally distributed (Best 1998, Alexander 2001). If equation (2.1)

is the å-day portfolio return, it is æsumed that

Á¡P1 - N(¡r¡, o2) (2.3)

The 100cr,% h-period VaR is that number VaRo,¡ such that Prob([Â¡P1 - ¡¡]/o) = cx,. Since

[Â¡Pt - Ft]/ot- l(0,1) and denoting [Á¡P1 - ¡¡]/o¡ by the standard normal variate !,
Prob([<[-VaR",r,- pt]/ot : cr. But for a standard normal variate 24, prob(7a4") = a

where Zo is the lO0crth percentile of the standard normal density. Therefore [-VaR.,r,-

Itt]/at = -2". Written another way, the formula for parametric VaR is,

VaR..,r,=Z"ot-Ft, (2.4)

Sometimes researchers assume that p=0 when calculating daily retums, but this

æsumption has very little effect on a one-day holding period VaR computation because

the expected retum in one day is very small when compared \ryith the standard deviation

of daily retums (Hull 1999). Since Zo is the constant given by the choice ofstatistical

distribution, it becomes o, that determines the VaR (Alexander 2001).

One of the appealing properties of the pæametric method for computing VaR is

the eæe of use and computation. However, the æsumption of normal distribution of

retums is often criticized since many frnancial æset price series contain 'outliers' with

large price increases and decreæes that cause the distribution of retums to have more



kurtosis than is æsumed by a normal distribution (Duffie and Pan 1997).ln other words,

there are more observations both at the center and the tails ofthe distribution than is

assumed by a normal distribution. This kurtosis, or 'fat tails', hæ the effect of increæing

volatility, or o1, leading to an underestimation of VaR. This is particularly evident at the

99 percent confidence level where the distribution of daily retums for many financial

assets is significantly heavier than the tails of the normal distribution (Best 1998). As a

result there will be more days when losses exceed the VaR estimate than a firm would

anticipate bæed on the normal distribution. Use of the þdistribution for VaR maintains

eæe of computation while still capturing the greater risk at the tails of the distribution

better than the normal distribution (Jorion 1996).

Data and Procedure

The data used for this study is the continuous nearby fl.rtures price for twenty-

eight futures markets from January l, 1988 to December 31, 2000. This includes a broad

range of fritures markets, including commodities, currencies, bonds and the S&P 500.

Nearby futures prices are used because these ma¡kets are sufüciently liquid and futures

markets are often held in the portfolios of trading firms and financial firms. Past data

before 1988 is also used in order to allow results to be computed beginning on January 1,

1988. Data are obtained from the Institute for Financial Markets.



Meæures and oarameters for parametric VaR

Two altemative measures are used to compute daily standard deviation, with ¡ro

altemative parameters used for each measure. The two measures used are: 1) the equally

weighted standard deviation and 2) the Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

(EWMA) standard deviation. The standard deviations from these measures are multiplied

by the Z-values from the normal distribution, and altematively the t-distribution with 10,

6, and 4 degrees of freedom, to compute daily VaRs. T-distributions of 6 and 4 degrees of

freedom are chosen because these are the paramsters used by Jorion's study ofthe

collapse of the Long-Term Capital Management hedge fund (Jorion 2000). A t-

distribution with 10 degrees offreedom is also chosen because it provides an additional

standard deviation multiplier between the normal distribution and the t-distribution with 6

degrees of freedom used by Jorion. Four steps are used in the VaR computation

procedure.

Step One: Comoute dail]¡ volatililv

The formula for equally weighted standard deviation is æ follows:

(2.s)

where X is the actual daily return þercent price change), n is the length of the

observation period and ¡r is the expected retum. This equally weighted measure for

computing standard deviation is chosen because it is a commonly used meæure for

computing standard deviation that places equal weight on each day's price. A 50-day

parameter is chosen bscause this is a commonly used parameter for estimating shorter-

10



term volatility and should capture short-term fluctuations in volatility better than longer

parameters. A 250-day parameter is chosen because it altematively captures longer-term

volatility. As well, there are approximately 250 trading days in a calendar year and the

Basle Accord suggests using at leæt one year of data history when computing VaR

(Alexander 2001).

Standard deviation (volatility) is computed using a walk forward procedure. That

is, each day the oldest observation from the previous day's computation is dropped and

the latest observation is added. For example, the 50-day standard deviation calculation on

January 3, 1998 uses the 50 trading days prior to January 3. For the computation on

January 4, the oldest trading day is dropped and the latest (January 3) is added.

The second meæure for computing standard deviation is the Exponentially

Weighted Moving Average (EWMA), with the formula:

o, = ^fio',-¡(-A)P^
(2.6)

where À is the weight given to the previous day's volatility estimate and (l-X,) is the

weight given to the previous day's retum (Hendricks 1996). The aim of this meæure is to

better capture recent changes in volatility than the equally weighted standard deviation æ

more weight is put on the most recsnt days' retum (Hendricks 1996). No specific number

of observations is given when using the EWMA. Theoretically the observation period

goes back to infinity, but in reality the observation period is more limited because after a

given number of days the daily weightings become relatively insignificant. The

observation period is therefore implied by the weighting scheme.

The EWMA meæure of computation is included for comparison because it is

commonly used, and also used by the JP Morgan RiskMetrics system, which is among the

11



most widely used VaR programs available. The 0.94 weight is chosen because this is the

chosen weight used by the JP Morgan RiskMetrics system for daily VaR calculations.

The 0.97 weighting is also chosen because it uses a longer observation period to estimate

the next period's standard deviation, which theoretically should give more accurate

estimates nearer to the end of the distribution tail @est 1998). The different weights used,

0.94 and 0.97, imply observations periods of approximately 30 and 100 days respectively

(Best 1998). Interaction ofÀ and (1-À) means the lower the decay factor I, the fæter the

decay in the influence ofa given decay period (Hendricks 1996).

The exponentially weighted moving average measure is equivalent to the

IGARCH (1,1) conditional volatility model (Alexander 2001). The GARCH family of

volatility measures uses the equation

6;2=yV+apj-r+Bol_, (2.7)

and y + ¡¿ + F must sum to ono. The EWMA measure is the GARCH (1,1) model where y

= 0, cx, = l- À and B = À. Best (1998) examines eight different measures for computing

VaR in his study of fifteen different æsets, including the exponentially weighted moving

average with a weight of 0.97 and the GARCH (1,1) model. Since both of these models

performed about equally well at the 99 percent confrdence level, Best suggests that the

extra computation time and estimation difüculty required by the GARCH model may not

be justifred for common VaR applications,

Step Two: Compute Value at Risk

For comparing the VaR computations, a $1,000,000 long position is æsumed for

each fl¡tures market. The $1,000,000 portfolio is multiplied by the computed daily

t2



standard deviation to get a standard deviation in a dollar amount. This daily dollæ

standard deviation is then multiplied by the appropriate one-tail Z-value or t-value fiom

the selected statistical distribution to get the 99 percent confidence level daily VaR. In

this study the daily æset standard deviations are multiplied by 233 to get the 99 percent

confidence level for the normal distribution,2.764 for the t-distribution with l0 degrees

of freedom,3.143 for the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom, and3.747 forthe t-

distribution with 4 degrees offreedom, based on statistical tables.

For example, the S&P 500 futures on January 3, 1995 has a computed daily

standard deviation of 0.653 percent using the 0.94 EWMA. This translates into a standard

deviation of$6,530 for the $1,000,000 position. To get a 99 percent confidence VaR,

$6,530 is multiplied by 2.33 to get a VaR of $15,214.90 using the normal distribution.

Using a t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom, $6,530 is multiplied by 2.764 for a

VaR of$l8,048.09. For t-distributions with 6 degrees offreedom and 4 degrees of

freedom, $6,530 is multiplied by 3.1 43 md3.747 to anive at VaRs of $20,522.85 and

524,466.79, respectively. Ifthe actual loss on January 3, 1995 is more than $18,048.09,

then January 3, 1995 would count as an exception day using the normal distribution, æ

the VaR is exceeded. The same approach applies to the VaR computations for the t-

distributions with 10, 6 and 4 degrees of freedom.

Steo Three: Compare Value at Risk with actual risk

The computed VaR is compared daily with the actual one day retum on the

$1,000,000 portfolio. If the actual loss exceeds the computed VaR, that day is counted as

an exception day. It is expected at the 99 percent confidence level that actual losses
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oxceed the VaR one percent ofthe time, or one day out of 100 days. Since there are about

250 trading days in a year, it is expected that there will be roughly 2.5 exceptions per

year if the VaR model is accurate. The number of times that actual daily losses exceed

the VaR is summed over the entire period. Since there are approximately 3100 daily

observations, it is expected that there will be about 31 exception days when actual losses

exceed the daily VaR.

For example, Figure 2.1 shows the daily retums on the $1,000,000 portfolio for

the British Pound ûom 1990 to 1994. Daily retums are arrived at by multiplying the daily

percentage retum by the 51,000,000 portfolio. Below the daily retums are lines

representing daily VaR using the normal distribution and the t-distribution with l0

degrees of freedom. The daily VaR is computed by multiplying the portfolio amount by

the daily standard deviation, and the daily dollar standard deviation by the Z-value or t-

value for the associated confidence level, as explained in step 2. In this case, for the 99

percent conñdence level, the Z-value for the normal distribution is 2.33 standard

deviations and t-value for 10 degrees offreedom is2.764. The standa¡d deviation is

computed using the 0.94 EWMA. An exception day is counted whenever the actual

retum crosses the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the VaR line more

than one percent of the time, or 2.5 exception days per year (due to approxim ately 250

trading days in one yeæ), if the VaR model is accurate. Since daily standard deviation is

multiplied by a larger amount when a t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom is used,

the line representing this VaR is below the line representing VaR using the normal

distribution. As a result, the line representing the t-distribution wilt likely be crossed less

tequently than the line representing the normal distribution.
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Step 4: Determine if the number of Value at Risk exceptions lie within an acceptable

range at the 99 percent level

The total number of exception days when actual losses exceed the daily VaR can

be considered a random variable that hæ a binomial distribution, where the probability of

an exceptional loss, or exception day, is one percent for a 99 percent confidence VaR

(Alexander 2001). A Type I error check is done to determine the accuracy ofthe VaR

models. A Type I enor is made when a valid model hæ been enoneously rejected, This

method is chosen because it is the method specified in the Bæle Accord to be sure that

regulators are not rejecting a valid model (Best 1998). A confìdence level is calculated to

determine the range of acceptable number of observations exceeding the daily VaR

computation, While regulators are only concemed that a bank does not underestimate its

VaR computation, the banks themselves will also want to be careful not to overestimate

their VaR, which would result in carrying excess capital. As a result a two-tailed test is

used. This uso of a Type I enor check has a tendency to give the benefit of ths doubt to

validating the VaR model (Best 1999). The confidence interval is calculated using a Z-

score for a binomial distribution:

- x-Np

^! 
¡'lPq

(2,8)

where X is the number of exception days where losses exceed the VaR, N is the number

ofdays over which the VaR model is tested, p is the required confidence level expressed

as a fraction and q=l-p. A 95 percent confidence range for evaluating the validity ofa

model is commonly used (Best 1999, Alexander 2001).
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A Z-score of 1.96 provides a 95 percent confidence level for the two-tail test to

validate the VaR model. A binomial distribution is approximately normal when N is large

and p is small. For example, if crude oil has 3103 daily observations for which the daily

VaR is computed. The 95 percent confidence range for a 99 percent level VaR model

would be calculated as follows: X= 3103*0.01 1 1.96*ú3103X0-0IXOÐ which gives a

confidence range between 20 and 42 exceptions. This confidence range is converted into

a 95 percent conñdence range around the expected value ofone percent. For the expected

value ofone percent, this range goes from 0.66 percent at the low end to 1.34 psrcent at

the high end. The VaR models that have the percentage ofexceptions fall within the

confidence range are considered acceptable models.

Results

Descriotive statistic results

Table2.l shows the descriptive statistics of daily retums over the period from

1988 through 2000 for the twenty-eight futures malkets used in this study. One statistic

of relevance to this study is kurtosis. A value greater than 0 indicates a positive level of

kurtosis when compared to the normal distribution. A positive level ofkurtosis means a

greater peak and fatter tails than the normal distribution, indicating there are more large

price moves than if the retums are normally distributed. A value of less than 0 indicates

no peak and thinner tails than the normal distribution. Nearly all fr¡tures markets showed

positive kurtosis. Positive kurtosis is likely one ofthe reæons that a number ofthe futures

markets are shown to be not normally distributed at the 99 percent confrdence level, æ

the Kolmogorov-Smimov Statistic rejected the normality of retums for all markets. This
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may provide evidence that a number of futures markets could be better represented by a t.

distribution.

T-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom VaR results

The right hand side ofTable 2.2 shows the results for computing VaR when using

the t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom. Results show that ofthe four distributions

in this study, the t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom provides fho most accurate

distribution from which to compute VaR. For all four of the parameters used to compute

VaR for each market, most of the futures markets fall within the acceptable range for

percentage ofexception days when using l0 degrees of freedom. The VaR computations

with the highest number of markets in the acceptable range are the 0.94 EWMA and the

250 day equally weighted moving average, as can be seen in Table 2.2 inthe second and

third columns from the right, Both ofthese patameters have twenty-two ofthe twenty-

eight markets in the acceptable range. Markets where the percentage ofexception days

falls within the acceptable range are indicated by an asterisk in the table. The 50 day

equally weighted parameter has twenty-one markets in the acceptable range and the 0.97

EWMA parameter has eighteen mækets in the acceptable range.

For example, the US l0-year note futures ma¡ket VaR using the 50 day equally

weighted parameter and the t-distribution with l0 degrees offreedom has 28 exception

days when actual losses exceed the computed VaR over the observation period (3221

days). This translates into 0.87 percent ofdays being exception days and falls into the

acceptable range as computed in Step Four. This can be seen in the fifrh column in Table

2.2. Similarly, the 250 day equally weighted parameter has 24 days where the actual
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losses exceed the VaR for a percentage ofexception days of 0.75 percent. The 0.94

EWMA and the 0.97 EWMA parameters have 30 days and 24 days where losses exceed

VaR which compute to 0.93 percent and 0.75 percent exception days. As a result, the US

1O-year note futures market falls in the acceptable range when using the t-distribution for

all four ofthe VaR computations,

Normal distribution VaR results

VaR computations appeaÌ to be considerably less accurate when using the normal

distribution than when using the t-distribution with l0 degrees offreedom, as indicated

by relatively few asterisks. Results on the Ieft side ofTable 2.2 show that the normal

distribution underostimates vaR at the 99 percent confidence level. of the four different

parameters for computing VaR, the highest number of markets that fall within the

acceptable range for percentage ofexception days is seven markets for the 250 day

equally weighted parameter. These ma¡kets are the Japanese Yen, pork bellies, cotton,

lumber, US T-bills, wheat and soybean meal. The other parameters have two markots

þork bellies and lumber), three markets (pork bellies, lumber and wheat) and six markets

(Japanese Yen, cotton, lumber, heating oil and wheat) in the acceptable range for the 50

day equally weighted, 0.94 EWMA and 0.97 EWMA, respectively.

Again using the example of the US l0-year note futures marke¡ the 50 day

equally weighted parameter using the normal distribution has 58 days when losses exceed

the computed VaR. This is 1.80 percent oftotal observations which is above the upper

limit ofthe acceptable range. The 250 day equally weighted parameter has 49 days when

losses exceed VaR, or 1.52 percen! while the 0.94 EWMA hæ 57 days for !.77 percent
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and the 0.97 EWMA has 50 days for 1.55 percent. AII of the different normal distribution

VaR computations give a percentage ofexception days that exceed the 1.34 percent upper

limit ofthe acceptable range. Therefore the normal distribution is a less acceptable model

for computing VaR for the US lO-year note futures market for any of the VaR methods

used in this study.

Of all the computations that fall outside of the acceptable range, all of the

mækets have a percentage ofexception days that exceeds the upper limit ofthe

acceptable range (with the exception of pork bellies using the 0.94 EWMA which has

0,64 percent exceptions, and is below the lower limit ofthe acceptable range). This

means that for every model that is not acceptable, there are more days when losses

exceed the VaR than would be expected at the 99 percent confidence level. Clearly the t-

distribution with 10 degrees offreedom more accurately captures the heavy tails of the

actual retum distribution than does the normal distribution when computing VaR.

T-distribution with 6 degrees offreedom and 4 degrees offreedom VaR results

VaR computed using the t-distribution with 6 degrees offreedom and 4 degrees of

freedom overestimate VaR by a large margin. The lefr side of Table 2.3 shows the results

when using the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom. The 250 day equally weighted

parameter has eight out oftwenty-eight markets in the acceptable range, the most ofany

of the parameters using the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom. The 50 day equally

weighted parameter and the 0.94 EWMA parameter both have six markets with a

percentage of exception days in the acceptable range while the 0.97 EWMA has only

three markets in the acceptable range. All ofthe markets not in the acceptable range for
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percentage ofexception days are below the lower limit of the acceptable range. This

shows that using the t-distribution with 6 degrees offreedom consistently overestimates

the likelihood oflarge losses atÍhe99 percent confidence level.

The results for the t-distribution with 4 degrees offreedom are shown on the right

side ofTable 2,3. All ofthe VaR computations using the four parameters for all ofthe

twenty-eight ñrtures markets have a percentage ofexception days that is below the lower

limit ofthe acceptable range. Most ofthe percentage ofexception days is less than half

the lower limit of 0.66 percent, This shows that a t-distribution with 4 degrees of freedom

ovefestimates VaR by an even larger margin than the t-distribution with 6 degrees of

freedom.

The results inTable 2.2 and 2.3 are consistent with expectations, as the

distributions of asset retums show more kurtosis than is assumed with the normal

distribution, Results are similar when grouping the individual futures markets into

equally weighted portfolios (see Table 2.4 andTable2.5). These resutts are consistent

with expectations that vaR computations using the normal distribution at tho 99 percent

confidence level would underestimate the percentage of days when actual losses

exceeded the VaR, and that the fatter tails of the t-distribution would bstter capture the

likelihood of extreme market moves. The results of this study using a broader range of

markets than earlier studies confirms this, and are also consistent with the study done by

Hendricks (1996) which found that all ofthe parametric VaR computations using the

normal distribution slightly underestimated risk at the 99 percent confidence level. These

results are also consistent with the study performed by Best (1998) who found that the
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only measures that accurately computed VaR at the 99 percent confidence level were the

0.97 EWMA and the GARCH (1,1) model.

Summary

Value at Risk (VaR) is defined æ the maximum amount of funds that a firm is

likely to lose under normal market conditions over a specified period of time given a

predetermined confrdence level. As a result of increased emphasis on risk management in

financial markets and regulatory policy, VaR hæ become a more widely used meæure of

mæket risk by banks, financial institutions, trading firms and others. One method for

computing VaR is the parametric method while using the normal distribution. However,

many financial assets have retum distributions that show more kurtosis, or "fatter tails",

than the normal distribution, and so can cause firms to underestimate their risk exposure.

The results ofthe study over twenty-eight futures markets show that the

commonly used normal distribution underestimates VaR, with more days showing greater

losses than the VaR than would be expected al the 99 percent confidence level. The t-

distribution with l0 degrees ofûeedom proposed as an altemative shows greater

accuracy in computing VaR at the 99 percent confidence level, with most futurss mækets

having a number ofexception days that fall within the acceptable range for four different

VaR models. VaR computations using the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and 4

degrees ofûeedom overestimated VaR at the 99 percent confidence level, as too few

days show actual losses that exceed the VaR.

Since VaR computations using the normal distribution underestimate risk at the

99 percent confidence level, a number of firms may wish to consider the t-distribution æ
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an alternative to the normal distribution for VaR computations. A t-distribution with 10

degrees of freedom was found to capture VaR more accurately than the normal

distribution for the individual markets examined in this study, and firms may wish to

consider using it ifthey face similar markets, given its accuÍacy, ease ofuse, and

understanding.
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Table 2.1 Descriptive Statistics of Daily Percentage Retums for Individual Futures
Markets and Portfolios of Futures Markets for the Period 1988 - 2000

Commodity Varia¡ce
Sta¡da¡d

Deviation Skewness Ku¡tosis

Kolmogorov-
Smimov

Normaliw Test
British Pound

Japanese Yen
Ca¡radianDollar 0.00000960

Swiss Franc 0.00005861

CurrencyGroup 0.00002128

s&P 500 0.00010328

Live Cattle 0.00005954
Feeder Cattle 0.00005053
Live/Lean Hogs 0.0001935
Pork Bellies 0.00052233

LivestockGroup 0.00009869

conon 0.00016266
Sugar #l l 0.00041437

Coffee 0.00065498

Cocoa 0.00033398

Orange Juice 0.00040864
Lumber 0.00024374
Soybean Oil 0.0001794

Soft Group 0.00005968

Gold 0.00006598

Silver 0.00020505

Metals Group 0.00010395

Heating Oil
Crude Oil
Energy Group

0.00037054

0.00042591

0.00037677

US T-bills 0.00003152

US l0-year Notes 0.000014

F.I. Group 0.00002141

3.45750088 0.068136*
8.65025517 0.067360*
3.2t30829 0.046460*
1.98141034 0.050607*
3.57179494 0.055912*

7.274936t 0.069782+

0.7371848 0.034727+
t.212698s3 0.041830*
1.8675009 0.046033*
-0.0259246 0.023304*
0.57457213 0.027659*

0.43530844 0.035610*
3,66533686 0.060859*
11.6460241 0,077845*
3.089ó1403 0.040049*
24.4945034 0.087097*
0.07925092 0.041775*
1.79276058 0.043720*
1.93605306 0.031I l8*

16.0584117 0.08797t*
4.53698998 0.073651+

5.98830742 0.067618*

20.t377422 0.055060*
21.87 5497 0.062246*
22.9329677 0.063360+

1.61580697 0.037087+

L998643 0.0424t1*
1.76129033 0.0366831

3.32271395 0.0s4440*
1.56618109 0.028496+
1.64t40125 0.054765+

4.88386318 0.055187+

3.73084226 0.054710*
L2871044 0.044384*

2.59269s78 0.041565+

Corn

Wheat
Oats

Soybeans

Soybean MeaJ

Canola
Grains Group

0.00016289

0.00017738

0.00030573

0.00016587

0.00018708

0.00012762
0.000r l64l

0.00654395

0.00762787

0.00309884

0.007 65564

0.00461335

0.01016283

0.0077 t648
0.00710832

0.01391028

0.02285461
0.00993416

0.0t27 s387

0.02035605

0.02559264
0.01827503

0.02021485

0.01561233

0.01339413

0.00't72544

0.008t2273
0.0143t97
0.0109549

0.01924938
0.0206377 |
0.01941069

0.005ó1455

0.00374126
0.00462747

0.0127 627

0.01331823

0.0 t 748525

0.0t287903
0.01367786

0.01t2967 6

0.0 t078923

-0.t342462
0.82353527
-0.0346065

0.15548861

0.3027 5211

-0j022s93

0.00617629
-0.0356092

0.0t265993
0.08878612

0.05092065

0.04200413
-0,02239t5

0.84309496

0.49092748
l.'7 t7 t0397
0.09549735
0.20s26056

0.2127 t28

0.09724441

0.059s'7934
-0.0t 501i8

-0.9767 473
-1.1825536
- 1.1648563

-0.0ó86337

-0.0850085

-0.0777897

0.15769813

0.09554215

0.07826203
-0.0283290

0.15808852

0.08408700

0.128699tr

0.00004282

0.00005818

*null hypothesis of normality is rejected at the 99 percent confidence level. 

-
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Table 2,2 Normal Distribution and t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom: percentage of
Exception Days Where Actual Losses Exceed VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level for
Individual Futures Markets for the Period 1988 - 2000

50 day
¡ distribution with l0 d,o.f-@

Commodity equal equal EWMA EWMA equal equal EWMA EWMA
2.14" 2.17 2.48 1.98 1.24+ l.l8* 1.33* l.l5*
1.55 1.271 1.43 1.30* 0.77* 0.81* 0.77+ 0.71+

Canadian Dolla¡ 2.17 2.26 1.98 1.89 L39 t.24+ 1.15* t.24*

British Pound

Japanese Yen

Swiss Fra¡rc

Live Cattle

Feeder Cattle

Po¡k Bellies

1.64 1.52 t.64 t.49 0.90* 0.711 0.77* 0.74*

1.98 t.47 1.67 t.63 0.86* 0.54 0.74* 0.64

2.r7 L69 2.10 1.85

Live/Lea.:r Hogs 2.01 1.82 2.01 1.82

L66 2.01 1.79 1.75

l.1s 1.62 t.7s 1.66

Lumbe¡ 1.07+ Q.7l* l.0l* 0.84+

Coffee 2.21 l.9l 1.85 1.75

Cocoa 1.56 1.59 1.49 1.33+

Orange Juice

0.86* 0.99* 0.86* 0.64

Cotton i.36 1.20+ L36 1.30,1

1.58 L29* 1.52 1.36

Sugar # I I

Soybean Oil

Silver

Heating Oil

Cn¡de Oil

s&P 500

US T-bills

Com 1.74 2.10 1.68 1.65

Wheat 1 .45 L32* 1 .32+ 1 .204

oats 2.00 1.87 2.00 1.71,

Soybeans 1.97 1.84 1.97 l.8l
Soybean Meal

1.02* 0.92* 0.86+ 0.76*

0.61 0.67* 0.67* 0.57

0.19 0,06 0.22 0.06

0.49 0.26 0.62 0.36

1.01+ 1.04* 0.91* 0.84*

1.30+ 1.36 0.91* 0.84+

0.52 0.78* 0,45 0.55

1.01+ 1.07+ 1.01* 0.91+

0.39 0.36 0.32 0.29

1.13* l.l3* 1.03* 0.94*

0.65 0.84* 0.65 0.52

1.20* 0.90* 0.87* 0.90+

0.81* L20* 0.81* 0.gl*

0.74+ 0.90+ 0.68* 0.65

1.56 1.46 1.53 1.46 0.75* 0.88* 0.84* 0.75*

Gold 1.85 2.07 2.27 1.88 1.28* 1.34* l.l5+ t.lg*
1.82 1.63 1.72 1.60 Q.99+ 1.02* 1.08* 0.96*

1.48 l.5l 1.42 1.16* 0.87{' 0.84* 0.71* 0.68,r

1.84 1.80 1.84 1.58 0.84* 1.06* 0.71* 0.61

1.92 1.58 2.04 1.73 L24* 1.05* l.lg* 1.05*

t.61 1.27* 1.83 1.49 0.93* 0.59 0.84* 0.78*

US lo-yearNotes 1.80 1.52 l.'1'1 1.55 0.87* 0.75* 0.93* 0.75+

Canola 1.71 1.74 1.61 1.58 0.74* 0.68* 0.58 0.55

A.lote: Given the 99%ó confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the
VaR computation one percent of the time; for example of 3100 trading days, 3l days
would be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent.
* Indicates percentago ofexception days that fall ytithin àcceptable expected range, from
Step Four.
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Table 2.3 T-distribution with 6 and 4 degrees offreedom: Percentage ofException Days
Where Actual Losses Exceed VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level For Individual Futures
Markets for the Period 1988,- 2000

¡distribution with 6 d.o.f t-distribution with 4 d.o.f@@
Commodiry equal equal EWMA E\ryMA equal equal EWMA EWMA

Live/Lean Hogs 0.22 0.35 0.19 0.13

0.00 0.00 0.06 0.00

0.29 0.16 0.23 0.16

0.52 0.55 0.65 0.55

0.71* 0.84* 0.52 0.55

0.23 0.26 0.32 0.16

0.65 0.68* 0.71* 0.65

0.19 0.23 0.16 0.16

0.49 0.39 0.39 0.36

0.89* 0.80* 0.83* 0.73+

0.61 0.67* 0.70+ 0.54

0.52 0.52 0.42 0.45

0.42 0.61 0.39 0.42

0.90+ 0.74* 0.84* 0.74*

0.56 0.37 0.56 0.50

British Pound

Japanese Yen

Swiss Franc

Líve Cattle

Feeder Cattle

Soybean Meal

Canola

Canadian Dollar 0.81* 0.71+ 0.77+ 0.71*

0.74+' 0.62 0.68* 0.59

0.46 0.43 0.40 0.43

0.37 0.40 0.40 0.37

0.2s 0.22 0.19 0.16

0.41 0.51 0.35 0.35

0.42 0.68* 0.39 0.39

0 .52 0 .29 0 .32 0 .32

0.34 0.31 0.28 0.28

0.34 0.25 0.2s 0.25

0.53 0.46 0.43 0.37

0.12 0.12 0.09 0.09

0.06 0.00 0.06 0.03

0.22 0.13 0.19 0.13

0.03 0.03 0.03 0.00

0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

0.13 0.10 0.10 0.13

0.36 0.26 0.32 0.36

0.26 0.42 0.26 0.23

0.13 0.13 0.03 0.10

0.42 0.19 0.36 0.29

0.10 0.16 0.06 0.06

0.23 0.03 0.10 0.10

0.48 0.57 0.51 0.38

0.38 0.29 0.35 0.32

0.32 0.23 0.23 0.19

0.32 0.39 0.32 0.32

0.40 0.37 0.40 0.37

0.22 0.16 0.25 0.19

0.3t 0.22 0.25 0.l9
0.19 0.23 0.16 0.06

0.06 0.16 0.16 0.10

0.19 0.13 0.16 0.16

0.26 0.29 0.13 0.19

0.19 0.26 0.19 0.16

0.13 0.06 0.10 0.10

Pork Bellies

Cotton

Sugar # I I

Coffee

Cocoa

Orange Juice

Lumber

Soybean Oil

Gold

Silve¡

Heating Oil

Crude Oil

s&P 500

US T-bills

US lO-year Notes 0.53 0.37 0.56 0.37

Com 0.68* 0.61 0.48 0.52

Wleat 0.23 0.55 0.32 0.26

oats 0.65 0.45 0.48 0.58

Soybeans 0.58 0.78* 0.48 0.45

î{ote: Given the 99 percent confidence level, ach¡al losses would be expected to exceed
the VaR computation one percent ofthe time; for example of3100 trading days, 31 days
would be expected to have losses exceeding tlìe VaR or one percent.
* Indicates percentage ofexception days that fall vithin acceptable expected range, from
Step Four.
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Table 2.4 Normal Distribution and t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom: percentage

of Exception Days Where Actual Losses Exceed VaR af the 99 Percent Confidence Level
for Portfolios of Mækets for the Period 1988 - 2000

Nonnal distribution t-distribution wit
W -lõ¡t rsoiay o

Porrfolio equal equal EWMA EWMAEWMA EWMA equal equal EWMA EWMA
G¡ains 2.00' 1.87 1.65 1.68 0.84* 0.78{, 0.84* O.7t*
Cnnencies l.61 1.39 1.77 l.6l
Livestock 1.37 1.08* 1.24* 1.12+

Soft 1.36 1.04* 1.33+ 0.9't*

Fixed Income 2.OB l.'17 2.14 1.92

0.93* 0.68+ 0.87* 0.71*

0.45 0.29 0.35

0.45 0.32 0.45

0.41

0.39

1.06* 0.75* 1.06* 0.87*

Gold / Silver 1.82 1.44 1.88 1.53 0.99* 0.77* l.0Z+ 0.99*

Energy 1.77 1.74 1.68 1.35 0.81* l.l0* 0.71+ 0.71*

"Note: Given the 99%o confidencs level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the
VaR estimate one percent of the time; for example of 3100 trading days, 3l days would
be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent.
* Indicates percentage of exception days that fall within acceptable expected range, ûom
Step Four.
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Table 2.5 T-distribution with 6 and 4 degrees of freedom: Percentage ofException Days
Where Actual Losses Exceed VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level For Portfolios of
Futures Markets for the Period 1988 - 2000

Portfolio
equal equal EWMA EWMA equal equal EWMA EWMA

Gains 0.48" 0.52 0.36 0.45

Cu¡¡encies 0.50 0.37 0.50 0.31

Livestock 0.22 0.16 0.13 0.16

Soft 0.25 0.23 0.26 0.23

Fixed I¡rcome 0.62 0.34 0.53 0.50

Gold / Silver 0.77* 0.64 0.70* 0.61

Energy 0.32 0.52 0.39 0.35

0.28 0.16 0.31 0.25

0.41 0.41 0.45 0.41

0.29 0.32 0.23 0.26

0.13 0.22

0.15 0.22

0.00 0.03

0.13 0 06

0.06 0.10

0.t2 0.12

0.06 0.00

0.16 0.10

T.lote: Given the 99% confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the
VaR estimate one percent of the time; for example of 3100 trading days, 3l days would
be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent.
* Indicates percentage of exception days that fall v¡ithin acceptable expected range, from
Step Four.
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Fígure 2.1. Brítish Pound Futures Da¡ty Dollar Returns for a g1,000,000 portfot¡o
com pared to 99 percent conf¡dencê vaR est¡m at¡on: us¡ng a Norm al D¡str¡but¡on
and a t-d¡str¡but¡on Ìv¡th l0 dof, and a 0.94 EW MA, 1990 - 1994

Note: An exception day is counted whenever the actual retum crosses the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the VaR
line more than one percent ofthe timg or 2.5 exception days per year.
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CIIAPTER THREE

A TEST OF THE HISTORICAL SIMULATION METHOD FOR
COMPUTING VALUE AT RISK

Introduction

The historical simulation is another common method for computing Value at Risk

in finmcial markets. This method is used by many læge financial institutions (Pritsker

2001) and is an accepted method for computing VaR for the Basle Accord @utler 1999).

The advantages of this method are that it is easy to understand and compute, uses actual

price data, and makes no statistical assumptions regarding the distribution ofasset

returns.

This evaluation of the historical simulation method for computing VaR provides

important information on the performance and reliability of this method and compares it

with the commonly used parametric method. This study is unique because it tests

historical simulation across awider range of financial instruments and over a longer time

period than past studies. This is accomplished by testing twenty-eight futures markets

over thirteen years of daily prices. The historical method is then compared with another

populæ method for computing VaR, parametric VaR, using the same futures markets

over the same time horizon. This information should be useful to academics and

managers in financial and trading firms as it comprehensively examines the performance

of the \À'ell known historical simulation method for computing VaR over a broader range

of mækets and a wider væiety of parameters than earlier studies,
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Theory

Numerous researchers have studied the reliability of Value at Risk models,

including Beder (1995), Hendricks (1996) and Best (1998). Beder examined portfolios of

US Treasury strips, the S&P 500 index and S&P 500 index options, and concluded that

VaR results are quite sensitive to the methodology used and associated assumptions. For

example, Beder's study shows that historical simulation VaR results can be twice æ high

if the VaR computation period is changed from 100 trading days to 250 trading days.

Hendricks (1996) examined foreign exchange rate portfolios using a variety of

methods for computing VaR. Results showed that the historical simulation method using

parameters of50, 100, 250 and 500 trading days all underestimate VaR at the 99 percent

confidence level. However, the parameter of 1,250 trading days estimates VaR at the 99

percent confidence interval fairly accurately. Best (1998) examined fifteen different

assets consisting ofinterest rates, commodities, equity indices and exchange rates using

eight different methods for computing VaR. Best found that the historical simulation

method with a 50 day parameter underestimates VaR at the 99 percent confidence level,

and therefore suggests that a longer parameter should be used.

VaR meæures the maximum downside market risk at a given a certain confidence

level. VaR can be defined as the ".,.maximum amount of money that may be lost on a

portfolio over a given period of time, with a given level ofconfidence" (Best, 1998) and

makes the statement "...we are X percent certain that we will not lose V dollars in the

next N days" where V is the Value at Risk, N is the holding period and X is the

confidence level (Hull and White 1998). Essentiatly, VaR attempts to measure the

likelihood oflosses at the lefr-hand tail of the distribution ofasset retums.
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Market risk may be described as the potential profit or loss for a portfolio that is

left unchanged over a period of& days. The formula for the change in portfolio value is

ÂtPt=Pt+t-Pt (3.1)

where P is the price ofthe portfolio on day I (Alexander 2000). A 100(1-cr)% h-period

VaR measure is the nominal amount C such that

Prob(ÁP < -C): o Q.2)

where ÁP denotes the change in portfolio value over a prespecified holding period h, and

a, is a sufticiently small probability (Alexander an d,Leigh, 1997).

The historical simulation method may have a number of advarìtages over the

parametric method because it uses less restrictive distributional assumptions. Often a

main assumption made in parametric mefhods for computing VaR is that asset returns ate

normally distributed (Best 1998; Alexander 2001). Ifequation (1) is the å-day portfolio

retum, it is assumed that

Á¡P, -.lr'(¡r,, o2) (3.3)

or the changes in the value ofthe portfolio are normally distributed with a mean p and

variance o'. This assumption of normal distribution of retums is often criticized since

many financial æset price series contain 'outliers'with large price increases and

decreases that cause the distribution of retums to have more kurtosis than is assumed by

the normal distribution @uffre and Pan 1997). Since parametric VaR is computed based

on portfolio standard deviation, this kurtosis, or 'fat tails', has the effect of increæing

volatility, or or, often leading to an underestimation of parametric VaR, As a result there

may be more days when losses exceed the VaR computation than a firm would anticipate

based on the normal distribution. However, the historical simulation overcomes this



problem by using the actual price histories ofthe assets, and therefore no assumption

regarding the distribution of asset retums is required.

Historical Simulation

The bæic idea of the historical simulation method for computing VaR is fairly

straightforward. For example, ifa 1000 day time horizon is chosen, the daily percentage

retums are computed from the pæt 1000 days ofprofits and losses and ordered from the

largest loss to the largest gain. The 99 percent VaR is the 990ú lowest calculated

portfolio value so that 10 days, or one percent oflosses, exceeds this amount. This use of

actual historical price changes is the distinguishing feature ofhistorical simulation

(Linsmeier and Peæson 2000).

In a linear portfolio, the h-day portfolio retum Â¡P'/P¡ is represented as the

weighted sum of the retums Ri to assets,

Â¡Pt/Pt = wiRit+..,+\rykRkr (3.4)

where w1 are the portfolio weights and they sum to ons, The historical data a¡e obtained

on each Ri, and then the portfolio price changes over h days are simulated as

^hPt=t(wiP)Ri,t=tpiRi,t
(3.5)

where pi are the actual amounts invested in each asset, This allows h-day theoretical

portfolio retums to be calculated. The empirical h-day portfolio retum is obtained by

building a histogram of the h-day differences ÁPt=Pt+r,-Pt for all t. The historical VaR.,¡ is

the lower l00oth percentile of this distribution (Alexander 2001).

For example, Figure 3.1 shows the histogram that would be used for the gold

futures market on February 17,1994. The 1000 daily percentage retums for the gold
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nearby fr¡tures contract prior to February I7 , 1994 are compiled æ a histogram and used

to determine the VaR, Looking at the left-hand tail ofthe distribution, it ca¡r be seen that

the 99 percent confidence retum is -2.55 percent, or the eleventh lo\ryest retum, white the

95 percent confidence VaR is -1.25 percent, or the 51't lowest retum,

Advantages of the Historical Simulation method

Advantages of the historical simulation method for computing VaR are that this

method is relatively simple to understand, easy to compute, and relatively accurate.

Another advantage ofthe historical method is that no statistical assumptions need to be

made regarding the distribution of retums. Other methods of computing VaR often

incorrectly assume a normal distribution, but the fat tails that exist in the real distribution

of retums for most assets may cause the VaR to be underestimated. By using actual price

data, the historical method accounts for fat tails and greater frequency oflarge price

movements. A summary of some of the advantages of the historical simulation method of

computing VaR can be found in Table 3.1.

Data and Procedure

The data used for this study is the continuous nearby frrtures price for twenty-

eight futures markets from January 1, 1988 to December 31, 2000. This includes a broad

range of markets, including commodities, cunencies, bonds and the S&p 500. Nearby

ñttures prices are used because these markets are sufficiently liquid and futures a¡e often

held in portfolios oftrading firms and financial firms. Past data before 1988 is
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additionally used in order to allow results to be computed beginning on January 1, 1988

Data is from the Institute for Financial Markets.

Parameters for the Historical Simulation method

A major decision to be made when modeling the historical simulation method is

the length ofobservation period, or parameter. Shorter observation periods may better

capture short-term movements in the underlying risk, with the assumption being that the

future is adequately represented by recent history. However, short observation periods

may not always be a very representative example of market behavior and therefore may

not provide an accurate picture of the future. Longer observation periods may be more

robust and more likely to include more extreme price moves and all the characteristics of

the distribution ofthe portfolio. In the end, a balance must be struck regarding the length

of observation period.

The altemative parameters used in this study are the previous 100, 250 and 1000

trading days prior to the date ofthe VaR computation. The 100 day parameter is chosen

because it is a commonly used parameter in historical simulation and is designed to

capturs recent market moves. The 250 day parameter is chosen because there are

approximately 250 trading days in a year and the Bæle Accord recommends using at

leæt one year of data in computing VaR. The 1000 day parameter is chosen because it

goes back approximately four years and therefore captures a longer history of market

moves in its computation, and is therefore more likely to include extreme moves in the

observation period. Five steps are used here to compute VaR.
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Step One: Compute the 99 percent lowest retum from the chosen observation period

In computing the VaR for each of the twenty-eight futures markets, the previous

100,250 and 1000 previous days'percentage retums are computed, These retums are

ordered from the lowest retum to the highest retum. The retum that gives exactly one

percent of retums below it is used to compute the 99 percent confidence level VaR, For

example, computing the VaR for the 1000 day parameter, the previous 1000 daily retums

are ordered from the worst to the best. The eleventh lowest retum is chosen so that

exactly ten observations, or one percent, are worss, Appendix A provides an example for

the computation for crude oil on January l, 1995 using the 100 day parameter,

Step Two: Compute VaR

Multiply the 99 percent lo\ est retum from Step One by an assumed $1,000,000

long position in the futures market. The resulting dollar value is the VaR for that

particulæ day,

Step Three: Compare VaR with Actual Risk

The computed VaR is compared daily with the actual one day retum on the

$1,000,000 portfolio. Ifthe actual loss exceeds the VaR, that day is counted as an

exception day. It is expected that atthe 99 percent confidence level that actual losses

exceed the VaR one percent of the time, or one day out of 100 days. Since there æe about

250 trading days in a yeæ, it is expected that there will be roughly 2.5 exceptions per

year if the VaR model is accurate. The number oftimes that actual daily losses exceed

the VaR æe summed over the entire period. Since there are approximately 3 100 daily
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observations, it is expected that there will be about 3l exception days when the actual

losses exceed the daily VaR.

For example, Figure 3.2 shows the daily retums on the $1,000,000 portfolio for

the com futures market ûom 1990 to 1995. Daily returns are arrived at by multiplying the

daily percentage return by the $1,000,000 portfolio. Below the daily retums are lines

representing daily VaR computed using parameters of 100 days, 250 days and 1000 days.

Daily VaR is arrived at by taking the 99 percent lowest retum from each parameter and

multiplying this retum by the $1,000,000 portfolio. An exception day is counted

whenever the actual retum line crosses the VaR line. If the VaR model is accurate, the

actual retum line should not cross the VaR line more than one percent of the time, or 2.5

exception days per yeæ (due to approximately 250 trading days in one year). Each of the

paramoters reacts to different levels of volatility of retums. The 100 day VaR is much

more responsive to periods ofhigh or low volatility. The 250 day parameter is somewhat

less responsive to volatility changes, and the 1000 day parameter shows little change to

short-term changes in volatility.

Step Four: Determine if the number of VaR exceptions lie within an acceptable range at

the 99 oercent level

As in Chapter Two, the total number ofexception days when actual losses exceed

the daily VaR can be considered a random variable that hæ a binomial distribution,

where the probability of an exception day is one percent for a 99 percent confidence VaR

(Alexander 2001). A Type I eror check is done to determine the accuracy ofthe VaR

models, A Type I enor is made when a valid model hæ been erroneously rejected. A
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confidence range is calculated to determine the range ofacceptable number ofexception

days when the VaR computation is exceeded. As in Chapter Two, a two-tailed test is

used, This use of a Type I enor check has a tendency to give the benefit ofthe doubt to

validating the VaR model (Best 1998). The confidence interval is calculated using a Z-

score for a binomial distribution:

Z= (3.6)

where X is the number ofexceptions or values exceeding the VaR estimate, N is the

number ofdays over which the VaR model is tested, p is the required confidence level

expressed as a fraction and q = 1 - p. A 95 percent confidence rango for evaluating the

validity ofa model is commonly used (Best 1998, Alexander 2001). A Z-score of 1.96

provides a 95 percent confidence interval for the two-tailed test to validate the VaR

model. This confidence range is converted into a 95 percent confidence range around the

expected value ofone percent. For the expected value ofone percent, this range goes

form 0.66 percent at tho lower limit to 1.34 percent at the upper limit. The VaR models

that have the number ofexceptions fall within the confidence range are considered

acceptable models.

Step Five: Compare historical simulation VaR with the parametric VaR

The historical simulation models a¡e compared with different parametrio

measures for computing VaR using the same futures matkets over the same period, For

comparing the various VaR computations, again a $1,000,000 long position in each

futures market is æsumed. Since parametric VaR is computed bæed on standard

deviation, a daily computation for standard deviation is made using two alternative

x-Np

^lNpq
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measures for computing standard deviation with two altemative parameters for each

measure. This provides four different computations for daily standard deviation. The

$1,000,000 portfolio is multiplied by the daily standard deviation to get a daily standard

deviation in a dollar amount. This daily dollar volatility is then multiplied by the

appropriate Z-yalue or t-value to get the 99 percent confidence level daily VaR estimate.

In this study the four daily standard deviations are multiplied by 2.33 to get the 99

percent confidence level for the normal distribution and, by 2.764 to get the estimate for

the t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom. Therefore, there are four different VaR

computations for each ofthe twenty-eight futures markets for both ofthe statistical

distributions used in this study. A detailed description of the procedure for computing

parametric VaR can be found in Chapter Two.

Results

1000 day historical simulation

Results for the 1000 day parameter for each of the twenty-eight futures markets

can be seen in the third column in Table 3.2. Twenty-trvo of the futures markets have a

percentage ofexception days that fall within the acceptable range, as indicated by

æterisks and as computed in Step Four. This indicates that the 1000 day parameter is a

reæonably accurate measure for computing historical simulation VaR,

For example, the Swiss Franc ñ¡tures market using the 1000 day parameter hæ 33

days over the entire period when actual losses exceed VaR. Since there are 3227

observations in total for the Swiss Franc, this means that 1.02 percent ofdays are

exception days. Since 1.02 percent is almost exactly the expected one percent exception
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days, and eæily within the acceptable range ofbetween 0.66 percent and 1.34 percent,

the 1000 day parameter model is an acceptable model for the Swiss Franc.

250 dav historical simulation

The 250 day parameter underestimates VaR in all but six ofthe twenty-eight

markets tested. The second column in Table 3.2 shows that only the fl¡tures markets for

the S&P 500, live cattle, silver, US T-bitls, US 1O-year notes and soybean meal had a

percentage ofexception days that fatl within the acceptable range. All ofthe other futures

markets have a percentage ofexception days that exceeds the upper limit ofthe

acceptable range. This shows that the 250 day parameter is not a long enough observation

period to capture the likelihood of large negative price movements. For example, the

Swiss Franc futures ma¡ket has 55 days over the observation period when actual losses

exceed the computed daily VaR. This comes out to 1.70 percent of the 3227 observations

and is above the upper limit of the acceptable range.

100 day historical simulation

The results in Table 3.2 show that none of the futures markets hæ a percentage of

exception days that falls within the acceptable range for the 100 day parameter. Every

market has a percentage ofexception days that is above the upper limit ofthe acceptable

range. As well, every markst has a percentage ofexception days that is in excess ofthe

percentage ofexception days when using the 250 day pæameter, It is apparent that the

100 day parameter underestimates VaR at the 99 percent confidence level by a wide
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margin, as there is a greater percentage ofdays with losses exceeding the VaR than

expected.

These results are consistent with expectations æ it was expected that the longer

parameter would more effectively measure VaR at the 99 percent confidence level,

However, there are relatively large differences in accuracy between the different

parameters. Results are similar when grouping the individual fi;tures markets into equally

weighted portfolios (see Table 3.3). These results are consistent with previous studies of

the historical simulation method, Best (1998) examined only the 50 day parameter and

finds that this observation period provides an inaccurate model of VaR at the 99 percent

confidence level. Hendricks (1996) examined parameters of50, 100,250, 500 and I,250

days and finds that only the parameter of I ,250 days does not underestimate VaR at the

99 percent confidence level.

Parametric VaR

Table 3.4 shows the results for computing VaR using the parametric method over

the same time period. The t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom hæ significantly

more futures markets with a percentage of exception days in the acceptable range than

does the normal distribution for each ofthe VaRs computed using the two standard

deviation measures with two parameters for each. The number of marksts in the

acceptable range when using the t-distribution with 10 degrees offreedom ranges from

eighteen markets out of twenty-eight for the 0.97 EWMAÞ to twenty-t\ryo markets for the

0.94 EWMA and the 250 day equally weighted parameters. The normal distribution, in

contrast, has a range ofonly two markets out oftwenty-eight in the acceptable range for
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the 50 day equally weighted parameter to six markets in the acceptable range for the 250

day equally weighted parameter. The 0.94 EWMA has only three markets in the

acceptable range while the 0.97 EWMA has six markets in the acceptable range.

Historical simulation VaR versus parametric VaR

The historical simulation method for a linear portfolio using a parameter of 1000

days was found to be a more accurate method for computing VaR. The historical

simulation method showed twenty-two of twenty-eight markets having a percentage of

exception days in the acceptable range. The parametric method with the assumption of

normal distribution of retums showed only eight markets or fewer in the acceptable range

for the four different parameters used. This may be due to the long period used in the

historical simulation being better able to capture the likelihood oflarge negative price

moves, while the normal distribution and its thinner tails underestimates the frequency of

large losses.

However, the historical simulation method with the 1000 day parameter

performed with similar accuracy to the parametric method using a t-distribution with l0

degrees of ûeedom, æ both show approximately the same number of futures ma¡kets

having a percentage ofexception days in the acceptable range. The historical simulation

method using parameters of 100 days and 250 days had very few markets in the

acceptable range, much fewer than the parametric method using a t-distribution with l0

degrees of freedom.
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Summary

Value at Risk (VaR) is defrned æ the maximum amount of fi¡nds that a firm is

likely to lose under normal market conditions over a specified period of time given a

predetermined level ofconfidence. As a result ofincreased emphasis on risk management

in financial markets and regulatory policy, VaR hæ become a widely used measure of

market risk. One method for computing VaR is the historical simulation method. This

method has a number of advantages over other methods of computing VaR, including its

relative ease of computation and understanding, no statistical æsumptions a¡e made

regarding the distribution of asset retums, and the fact that the data used represents actual

market behavior.

The results of the study over twenty-eight futures markets show that a long

parameter of 1000 days more accurately computes vaR at the 99 percent confidence level

than shorter parameters of 100 days and 250 days, both of which underestimate VaR. The

1000 day parameter also more accurately computed VaR than the well known parametric

method under the common assumption of normal distribution of æset retums. This

indicates that the historical simulation method is an acceptable method for computing

daily VaR in a linear portfolio over a wide range of flrtures markets, particularly when

using a large sample parameter of 1000 days. Given its accuracy, ease ofuse, and no

need for statistical assumptions, the historical simulation method is an acceptable method

for computing VaR, especiatly if the parametric method is to be used with the normal

distribution, which may underestimate Value at Risk.
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Table 3.1 Advantages of the Historical simulation Method for computine value at Risk
Advantases

- Uses actual market prices and volatility

- Outliers are included in the data

- Relatively eæy to calculate and understand
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Table 3.2 Historical Simulation VaR: Percentage of Exception Days Where Actual
Losses Exceed VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level for Individual Futures Markets
for the Period 1988 - 2000

Commodity 100 Previous 250 Previous 1000 Previous
Trading Days Tradins Davs Tradine Davs

British Pound

Japanese Yen

Canadian Dollar

Swiss Franc

s&P 500

Live Cattle

Feeder Cattle

Liveilean Hogs

Pork Bellies

Cotton

Sugar # 11

Coffee

Cocoa

Orange Juice

Lumber

Soybean Oil

Gold

Silver

Heating Oil

Crude Oil

US T-bills

US 1O-yearNotes

Com

Wheat

Oats

Soybeans

Soybean Meal

Canola

r.gzu

L92
2.23

2.23

2.29

2.20

L75
2.33

3.09

2.27

2.IT

1.98

2.04

2.t7

3.02

2.43

2.04

2.04

2.03

2.32

r.74

2.05

2.58

1.84

2.42

2.29

2.03

2.78

t.46

1.36

1.52

r.70

1.30*

1. 18*

r,40

1.63

2.t0
1.36

1.49

1.56

1.56

r.40

2.17

|.36

1.50

1.20*

r.58

1.61

t.2t*
1.27*

I .61

1.42

|.45

r.42

1.29*

1.49

0.99*

l.l2,t
1.r2*

1.02*

r.27*

0.83*

0,73*

1.31*

2.20

1.14*

t.04*
1.30*

1.49

1.53

1.59

1. 10*

1.05*

0.83 *

1.48

1,42

0.90*

0,75*

1.07*

1.20*

Ll3*
1.20*

L23*

1.13 *

'l.Jote: Given the 99% confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the
VaR computation one percent ofthe time; for example, of3l00 trading days, 31 days
would be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent.
*Indicates percentage ofexception days that fall within acceptable range, from Step
Five.
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Table 3.3 Historical Simulation VaR: Percentage of Exception Days Where Actual
Losses Exceed VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level for Portfolios ofFutures Markets
for the Period 1988 - 2000

Portfolio 100-day 250-day 1000-dav
Cunencies Group

Livestock Group

Soft Group

Gold/Silver Group

Energy

r.gzu

2.01

2.t4
1.91

1.32*

1.46

1.34x

t.49

1.15 *

1.06*

l.27*

L45

0.74*

r.24*

1,23*

0.77*

1.03 *

0.87*

L23*

Fixed lncome Group 1.86

Grains Group 2.33

TJote: Given the 99 percent confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed
the VaR computation one percent ofthe time; for example, of3100 trading days, 3l days
would be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent,
*Indicates percentage of exception days thal fall within acceptable range, from Step Five.
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Table 3.4. Parametric VaR: Percsntage of Exception Days Where Actual Losses Exceed
the VaR at the 99 Percent Confidence Level for Individual Futures Markets for the Period
1988 - 2000

50 dav eouallv weighted 250 dav equally weighted 0.94 EWMA O.g7 EÞMA

Normal t-distribution No¡mal
Commoditv Dist. l0 dof Disr

t-distribution Normal t-distribution Normal
l0 dôf Dist. l0 dof Dist

t-distribution
l0 ¡lof

British 2.14'
Pound

Japanese Yen 1.55
Canadian

oollar
Swiss F¡anc 1 64
Live cattle 1.98
Feeder canle 2.1'l
Livdlean 

2.ol
nogs

Pork bellies 0.86*
Cotton 1.36
Sugar #l I 1.66
Coffee 2.21
Cocoa 1.56
Orange Juice 1.75
Lumbe¡ L07*
Soybean Oil 1.56
Gold 1.85
Silver 1.82
Heating Oil 1.48
Crude Oil L84
s&P s00 |.92
US T-bills l.6l
US-1O-year I 80

NOles
Com 1.74
Wheat I 45
Oats 2.00
Soybeans 1.97
Soybean 1.58

meal

1.24+ 2.t'Ì 1.98 l.l5*

1.30* O.'ll*

L 89 1.24*

0.77*

1.39

0.90*
0.86*
|.02*

0.61

1. 18 i'

0.81*

|.24*

0.'l l*
0.54

0.92*

0.67*

1.33*

0.77*

Ll5*
0.'l'14
0.74*
0.86*

0.67*

0.22
0.62
0.91*
0.91*
0.45
1.01 *
0.32
0.84*
l l5*
L08*
0.'lt*
0.71*
l.l8*
0.84+

0.93*

1.03 *
0.65
0,87*
0.81*
0.68*

1.27*

2.26

|.52
1.47
L69

|.82

0.19 0.99* 0.06
0.49 1.20,* 0.26
1.01* 2.ot 1.04+
1.30* L9l t.36
0.52 1.59 0.78*
1.01* 1.62 107*
0.39 0.71* 0.36
0.75+ t.46 0.88*
1.28* 2.07 1.34*
0.99* 1.63 1.02*
0.87* 1.51 0.84*
0.84+ 1.80 1.06,r
t.24* 1,58 1.05*
0.93* t.27+ 0.59

0,87* t.52 0.75*

|.82 0.57

0.64 0.06
1.30* 0.36
t.75 0.84*
1.'15 0.84+
1.33* 0.55
1.66 0.91*
0.84+ 0.29
t.46 0.75+
1.88 L 18*
1.60 0.96*
l.16* 0.68*
1.58 0.61
t.'13 1.05+
1.49 0.78r

1.55 0.754

1.65 0.94*
1.20+ 0.52
1,71 0.90*
l.8l 0.81+
1.36 0.65

2.48

|.43

1.98

t.64
|.67
2.10

r.49 0.74*
1.63 0.64
1.85 0.76*

l.l3 *
0.65
l.20*
0.81*
0.'14*

2.t0 l.l3*
1.32* 0.84*
1.87 0.90+
1.84 |.20+
t.29* 0.90*

2.01

0.86*
1.36
t.79
1.85

|.49
1.75
l.0t*
1.53
2.27
t.72
1.42
1.84
2.04
1,83

t.'17

1.68

1.324
2.00
t.97
|.52

Canola 1.71 0.74* t.'14 0.68* l.6l O.5B 1,58 0.55

"Note: Given the 99 percent confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed
the VaR computation one percent of the time; for example, of3l00 trading days, 3l days
would be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or one percent.
*indicates percentage of exception days that fall within accepTable oxpected range, fÌom
Step Five.
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Figure 3.1 . H¡storgram Example of Gold Futures Market: 1000 Daily percentage
Returns Prior to February 17, 1994
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Figure 3.2. corn Futures Da¡ly Dollar Returns for a gl,ooo,ooo portfol¡o and 99 percent
confidence vaR computat¡on with Parameters of 1oo, 250 and looo days for 1990 - 1995

Actual daily dollar retums----)

Note: An exception day is counted whenever the acfual retum line crosses the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the
VaR line more than one percent of the time.
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CHAPTERFOUR

VALUE AT RISKMETHODS FOR INSTITUTIONAL INTVESTMENT
PORTFOLIOS

Introduction

The purpose of this study is to examine the performance of Value at Risk

(VaR) for measuring risk in investment portfolios. One of the most widely used measures

of market risk is VaR (Smithson 1998; Hull 1999). VaR attempts to measure the

maximum downside loss under normal market conditions given a predetermined

confidence level, and is typically used to manage risk for portfolios with short holding

periods such as one day or one week. However, VaR is beginning to be used by

investment firms with longer holding periods, such as one month or longer.

This study uses the parametric method for computing VaR. The parametric

method is still the most common method used for computing VaR (Smithson 1998, Best

1998), and is also used in the popular JP Morgan program RiskMetics, as well as being

an acceptable method for computing VaR for the Bæle Accord (Butler 1999). In this

study, monthly VaR is computed for a number ofportfolios consisting ofstocks and

bonds to determine the accuracy of computing VaR at the 99 percent confidence level

using monthly retums. The monthly VaR is then'scaled'to compute three month, six

month, nine month and twelve month VaR. Scaling is done by the square-root-of-time

rule, or the rf rule, with t being the holding period for the portfolio. The study starts with

a brief overview of VaR. This is followed by a discussion on VaR for longer holding

periods and problems with the implied assumptions made when scaling by",[. A

description of the methods and data for testing the VaR models succeeds this, followed

by the results of the study and a summary.
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The information in this shrdy is unique because it examines VaR from the

perspective of a longer monthly investment horizon, whereas most previous studies

examine daily VaR. This study also examines the square-root-of-time rule using monthly

data, This information should be useful to managers of mutual funds, pension funds,

endowments and institutions with long term investment portfolios who are seeking to

better understand the performance of Value at Risk measures.

Theory

VaR meæures the maximum downside market risk at a predetermined confidence

level. VaR can be defined æ the ".,.maximum amount of money that may be lost on a

portfolio over a given period of time, with a given level of confidence" (Best, t99g), and

makes tho statement ". ..we are X percent certain that we will not lose V dollars in the

next N days" where V is the Value at Risk, N is the time horizon and X is the confidence

level (Hull and White 1998). A one-day VaR, e.g. the amount oflosses expected over one

day, is usually calculated at most financial institutions where portfolios are often traded

daily. However, a longer holding period would be used for institutions that hold financial

assets for longer periods of time for investment.

The profit or loss for a portfolio that is lefr unchanged over a period offt days is

ÂnPt=Pt+¡-Pr (4.1)

where P is the price ofthe portfolio on day I (Alexander 2001). A 100(1-o)% h-period

Value at Risk meæure is the nominal amount C such that

Prob(ÀP<-C)=cr
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where 
^P 

denotes the change in portfolio value over a prespecified holding period h, and

c¿ is a sufüciently small probability (Atexander and Leigh, 1997). For example, a firm

reporting a 99 percent one month VaR of $10 million on a $200 mitlion portfolio would

expect to lose $10 million on the portfolio only 1 percent of the time, or one month out of

one hundred, due to movement in æset prices.

Parametric VaR

The pæametric method for computing VaR first requires computing standard

deviation, or volatility, for the portfolio of assets, Once this portfolio standard deviation

is computed, this figure is multiplied by the appropriate Z-value to get the VaR estimate

for the desired confidence level (i.e. portfolio standard deviation is multiplied by 2.33 to

get a 99 percent confidenca level VaR).

Often a main æsumption made in the parametric method of computing VaR is

that asset returns æe normally distributed (Best 1998, Alexander 2001). Ifequation (l) is

the å-day portfolio retum, it is assumed that

ÂtPr - /y'(pt, o2t) (4.3)

The 100cr% h-period VaR is that number VaRd¡ sush that Prob([Â¡P¡ - pn]/ot) = c¿. Since

[Â¡P1 - p¡]/o¡ - N(0,1) and denoting [Â¡P¡ - ¡¡]/o¡ by the standard norm al variate 7n,

Prob([<[-VaR.,r- pt]/ot = c¿. But for a standard norm al variate 7-t, Prob(7_¡<Zo) = s.

where Zo is the l0Oo,th percentile of the standard normal density. Therefore [-VaR.,n-

Itllot: Za. Written another way, the formula for parametric VaR is

VaRo,¡ : Z"o¡ - ¡r¡.
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Often the distribution offinancial price series show more kurtosis, or 'fat tails', than is

assumed by the normal distribution. Use ofthe t-distribution allows the incorporation of

fatter tails in the distribution while maintaining the ease of use of standæd deviation.

Value at Risk for longer holding neriods

Most studies on VaR have focused on shorter holding periods. Studies by Beder

(1995), Hendricks (1996) and Best (1998) have all focused on one-day VaR. This is a

common holding period for organizations that frequently tum over their portfolios, such

æ trading firms. But VaR can also be applied to situations where one-day changes ín

value are ofa lesser significance than the value of the portfolio over a longer period of

time, such as a month, or longer.

When a longer holding period VaR is required, ofren the standard practice is to

scale up the shorter period VaR to arrive at the longer holding period VaR. Scaling is

where the daily VaR is multiplied by the square root of time, ot ",f , to anive at a VaR

for the desired holding period. In other words,

Va&o:V&rlx ú (4.5)

where VaRlr¡ and Va\9 denote one-period VaR and the t-period VaR respectively

(Odening and Hinrichs 2002). For example, a one month VaR of $1,000 is multiplied by

.,6 to anive at a 9 month VaR of $3,000. The r[ scaling factor is used because

parametric VaR is a multiple ofthe portfolio volatility, or standard deviation, and

volatility is commonly multiplied by rf to compute multiple day volatility from one-day

volatility.
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The use of scalin gby ^lt is not only common practice in industry, but is also

widely accepted by regulators, including the Bæle Committee from the Bank of

Intemational Settlements (Diebold, Hickman, lnoue and Schuermann 1997). Iacono and

Skeie (1996) describe use of the ",[ rule as a reæonable approximation under certain

conditions. The r,[ translation is exact only under the following circumstances:

¡ The underlying factors æe joint normally distributed. Any linear combination

of normally distributed random variables is itself normally distributed, with a

fixed relationship between standard deviations and tail probabilities, As long

as the distribution of asset retums per unit of time is independent and

identicalty distributed, the standard deviation is proportional to -'.[ .

¡ There is constant volatility. In order for asset retums per unit oftime to bo

independently and identically distributed, the variance must be constant over

time.

o No drift of underlying factors. As the mean of a normal distribution changes,

all its quantiles must change by the same amount,

¡ No optionality (nonJinearity) in the portfolio. Specifically, the portfolio must

have zero gamm4 zero time decay and a delta that is not sensitive to time.

Ifany ofthe above criteria are not met, the rf translation is only an approximation of

the true VaR (Iacono and Skeie 1996). Iacono and Skeie suggest that while in reality

these conditions rarely hold, for many portfolios they will "nearly" hold thereby allowing

,',[ to be used as a reasonable shortcut.
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It is important to realize that long-term and short-term risk measurement are two

different problems. Many of the símpli$,ing æsumptions used in short-term forecæting

are not applicable to longer horizons. Three ofthese common short-term assumptions are:

o The mean of retums can be safely æsumed to be zero. This assumption is

bæically ignoring any upward and downward trend in the asset price, as

well as growth due to dividends and the time value of money.

. Successive l-day retums have the same volatility and are independent of

one another. This implies that the variance of retums is a linear function of

time.

. Rotums follow a random walk. Broadly speaking, this means that retums

wander away from any starting point with no particular direction and have

a normal distribution at each point in time.

Generally, these æsumptions do not have a great impact on risk calculations for the short

horizon. Any upward or downward drift in prices is not likely to affect the mean retums

in a short period oftime. similarly, scaling up daily volatility to obtain l0-day volatility

does not introduce a large bias in the calculations. Such approximations, however, can

create problems for long-term horizon forecasting. The mean of the retums will not be

zero in the long term, and scaling up daily volatilities to a long-term horizon would

introduce a considerable error in the ostimate. Moreover, the random walk model does

not always provide the best explanation for the dynamics offinancial retums over long

horizons (Kim, Maltz and Mina 1999).

Diebold, et al (1997) wam that scaling may produce volatilities that are conect on

average, but magnifr the volatility fluctuations, whereæ in reality they should in fact be
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damped (Diebold, Hickman, Inoue and Schuermarur 1997).In other words, use ofscaling

means that volatility continues to increæe in magnitude with time. But this may often not

be the case for many financial price series. Rather than the volatility offinancial asset

prices increasing indefinitely with time, volatility tends to show a certain amount of

mean-reversion (Simmons 2000; Kim, Maltz and Mina 1999). For any assets that sho\ry

mean reversion, scaling by "f far into the future will overestimate volatility and

therefore VaR, However, scaling for shorter time periods is more likely to be reasonably

accurate.

Other problems with computing long-term VaR include the fact that short-term

estimates of volatility may not be valid over long time horizons, such as during times of

structural shifts in the market or changes in frscal or monetary policy. As well, there are

complications when one considers the oppoúunities provided by using derivatives to

hedge the portfolio, and a VaR estimate for a given time-interval assumes that one will

not trade out ofthe position iflosses get too excessive, which can cause an

overestimation of VaR (Simmons 2000). Therefore, one purpose of this study is to

examine whether the ú rule is a useful approximation to compute future VaR from the

cunent monthly VaR for investment retums.

Data and Procedure

The data for this study is the total monthly retums for large company US stocks,

US long-term govemment bonds, US Treasury Bitls and US long-term corporate bonds.

Total retums include both capital gains and income (dividend and coupon payments). The

period of the data is from January, 1936 to December, 2000. Past data before 1936 is also
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used in order to allow results to be computed beginning on January, 1936. Data is

obtained from Ibbotson Associates.

Four portfolios ofvarying asset mixes are used for the analysis in order to

replicate asset allocations that might be found in various institutional and other

investment portfolios with long-term investment horizons. The first portfolio consists of

60 percent large company stocks and 40 percent long-term govemment bonds. The

second portfolio is comprised of60 percent stocks,25 percent long-term govemment

bonds, 10 percent corporate bonds and 5 percent T-bills. The third portfolio consists

entirely oflarge company stocks. The fourth portfolio contains 60 percent long-term

govemment bonds, 30 percent long-tem corporate bonds and 10 percent T-bills.

Steo One - Compute parametric VaR

This study uses two different measures for computing standard deviation with two

altemative paranìeters used for each meæure. The first measure is the equally weighted

standard deviation using parameters of l2 months and 120 months. The second measure

for computing standard deviation is the exponentially weighted moving average

(EWMA), with parameters of 0.94 and0.97.

The standard deviation computations are multiplied by the Z-value and t-value

from the normal distribution and the t-distribution with 10 degrees offreedom and 6

degrees ofûeedom to anive at the appropriate VaR. A more detailed description ofthe

parametric method for computing VaR is provided in Chapter Two. For comparing the

Value at Risk computations, a $1,000,000 long position is assumed for each ofthe

portfolios. Total monttrly retums for each portfolio are computed to get a monthly profit
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or loss. Monthly standard deviation is computed using the two measures with two

parameters each. The $1,000,000 portfolio is multiplied by the monthly standard

deviation computations to get a monthly standard deviation in dollar amount. This

monthly standard deviation is then multipliedby 2.33 to get the 99 percent confidence

level for the normal distribution, and2,764 to get the estimate for the t-distribution with

10 degrees of freedom, and 3.143 for the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom.

SteÞ Two - Compare VaR with actual risk

The computed monthly VaR is compared with the actual monthly retums on the

$1,000,000 portfolio. Ifthe actual loss exceeds the Va\ that month is counted as an

exception month. It is expected at the 99 percent confidence level that actual losses

exceed the VaR one percent of the time, or one month out of 100. Since there are 779

monthly observations for each portfolio, it is expected that there will be about eight

exception months when actual losses exceed the monthly VaR, or one perc€nt.

For example, total monthly retum for large company stocks was -6.56 percent and

for long term US govemment bond retums was -8.41 percent for the month of October

1979. The total retums for the portfolio of60 percent stocks and 40 percent long term

govemment bonds was -7.30 percent (computed by 0.6*-6.56 + 0.4*-8.41). This results

in a loss of$73,000 on the S1,000,000 portfolio. The monthly standard deviation

calculation for October 1979 using the 0,97 EWMA is 2.942 percent. The 99 percent

confidence level VaR for the $1,000,000 portfolio of60 percent stocks and 40 percent

long-term governaent bonds using the normal distribution is therefore $68,538.95

(computed by $1,000,000*2.9146*2.33). Therefore, October 1979 is counted as an
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exception month for the normal distribution since the actual losses exceeded the VaR.

When using a t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom, the monthly standard deviation

is muttiplied by 2.764 to get a VaR of $81,305.43 (computed by

$1,000,000+2.91 46*2.764). Since the actual losses æe less than the VaR, October 1979 is

not counted as an exception month when computing VaR using the t-distribution with 10

degrees of freedom.

Step Three - Scale uo monthlv VaR estimates for 3. 6. 9 and 12 months

The monthly VaRs are multiplied by the square root of the holding period to

anive at a VaR for future periods. For example, the six month VaR is computed by

multiplying the monthly VaR by J6 . Scaling is used to compute VaR for three month,

six month, nine month and one year periods ahead. The VaRs are then compared for

accuracy with the acfual retums for the previous three months, six months, nine months

and one year.

Results

Monthly VaR

Results in Table 4.1 show that monthly VaR can be computed relatively

accurately using the parametric method. Each ofthe portfolios using each of the four

parametric meæures have a percentage ofexception months that is neæ the expected one

percent. The normal distribution is the more accurate distribution of the three

distributions used in the study for the 120 month equally weighted, 0,94 EWMA and 0.97

EIVMA parameters. The 0.94 EWMA has the nanowest range of percentage of exception
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days between the four portfolios, ranging from 1.03 percent exception days to 1.28

percent. The t-distribution is more accurate for the 12 month equally weighted moving

average parameter, as the normal distribution has a percentage ofexception days in

excess of2 percent for each ofthe poftfolios, twice the expected amount. Therefore,

results show that the parametric method accurately computes monthly VaR at the 99

percent confidence level for portfolios of stocks and bonds.

Figure 4.1 shows the results for the bond portfolio using the 0.94 EWMA VaR

\ryith the normal distribution. The upper line shows the actual monthly retums on the bond

portfolio, arrived at by multiplying the percentage monthly retum by the æsumed

$1,000,000 position in the portfolio. Monthly VaR is computed by multiplying the

portfolio amount by the monthly standard deviation, and then by 2.33 to arrive at the 99

percent confidence level using the normal distribution. Standard deviation is computed

using the 0.94 E\ryMA. An exception day is counted whenever the actual return crosses

the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the VaR line more than one percent

of the time, or one month out of 100 months, if the VaR model is accurate.

Scaling monthly VaR to compute 3. 6. 9 and 12 month VaR

Results show that scaling monthly VaR by ú 
^uy 

not be an accurate method for

computing VaR for longer holding periods. Table 4.2 shows the results for scaling

monthly VaR by J5 to compute 3 month VaR. All of the parametric meæures

overestimate VaR for portfolios one, two and three for both the normal distribution and

the t-distribution. This is shown by the fact that there are less than one percent of

exception days for each ofthese three portfolios using any ofthe four measures, with the
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single exception ofthe stock portfolio using the 120 month equally weighted moving

averagg measure. The rest ofthe percentage ofexception days are 0.77 percent or less.

However, the bond portfolio results are different. All four ofthe parametric VaR

computations for the bond portfolio using the normal distribution underestimate VaR. In

other words, there is a higher percentage ofexception days than the one percent. The

percentage of exception days ranges from 1 .41 percent for the 0.94 EWMA parameter to

2.05 percent for the 120 month equally weighted moving average. Results for the bond

portfolio using the t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom are mixed, with a range of

only 0.26 porcent exception days for the 0.94 EWMA parameter to the near-expected

1.16 percent exceptions for the 120 month equally weighted moving average.

Scaling monthly VaR by J6 to compute 6 month VaR overestimates VaR at the

99 percent confidence level. Table 4.3 shows that each ofthe parameters for each ofthe

portfolios have a lower percentage ofexception days than the expected one percent. The

highest percentage ofexception days is 0.64 percent, less than two-thirds the expected

one percent. The one exception is the bond portfolio using the normal distribution and the

120 month equally weighted parameter which has 1.54 exception days. The results

indicate that computing 6 month VaR by J6 overestimates VaR at the 99 percent

confrdence level.

Figure 4,2 and Figure 4.3 show the results for the one month VaR and the 6

month VaR, respectively, for the portfolio consisting of60 percent stocks and 40 percent

long-term government bonds. The results in Figure 4.2 are computed the same was as in

the results for Figure 4.1. The results in Figure 4.3 are computed the same æ the results

in Figure l, except that the 6 month retum is computed and the VaR is computed by
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multiplying the one month VaR computation by J6 . In Figure 4.2 the actual retum line

crosses the VaR line eight tímes, which is 1.03 percent of the 779 observations, precisely

our expected amount. ln Figure 4.3, the actual 6 month retum line crosses the 6 month

VaR line only twice, or 0.26 percent of the time, much lower than the expected one

percent. It can be seen by looking at Figure 4.3 that scaling the monthly VaR by /6

overestimates the 6 month VaR.

Scaling monthly VaR by .,õ to compute 9 month VaR and by ú2 to compute

12 month VaR both overestimate VaR at the 99 percent confidencs level. Table 4.4

shows that the nine month VaR computations give between 0 percent and 0.51 percent

exception months, which is halfor less ofthe expected one percent. Table 4.5 shows that

the twelve month VaR gives between 0 percent and 0.26 percent exception months,

which is one-quarter or less ofthe expected amount. The results show that scaling

overestimates VaR by a considerable margin for monthly dat4 and that the estimate ens

by a greater amount the further into the future that is scaled.

Summary

Value at Risk (VaR), a widely used measure of market rislç is defined as the

maximum amount of funds that a firm is likely to lose under normal market conditions

over a specified period oftime give a predetermined confidence level. VaR has

traditionally been used for computing daily risk for firms such æ banks and trading firms,

but other institutions with investment portfolios with longer holding periods have started

to use VaR to measure longer term risk.



This study computes monthly VaR using total monthly retums for four different

portfolios consisting of stocks and bonds. The monthly VaRs are then scaled up by .f to

determine if a firm can accurately compute longer holding period VaR ûom the monthly

VaR estimate. The results of the study show that monthly VaR can often be meæured

reæonably accurately using the parametric method for computing VaR under the

assumption of normal distribution of retums, with the exception of the 12 month equally

weighted VaR, which underestimated risk with the normal distribution. VaR wæ

underestimate at the 99 percent confidence level using the parametric method for the

bond portfolio, although less so for the exponentially weighted moving average VaR.

The results for scaling monthly VaR by "f to anive at longer holding period

VaRs show that scaling overestimated VaR for most portfolios for 3 months, and for all

ofthe portfolios for 6, 9 and 12 months. The level of overestimation also increases æ the

holding period increæes. The results are consistent with expectations, since many of the

simpli$ing æsumptions regæding the behavior of æset retums when scaling by ú 
^uy

not be applicable to longer time horizons.

This study indicates that parametric methods for computing VaR for total monthly

retums are fairly accurate and therefore may be a useful tool for portfolio managers with

an investment horizon of approximately one month. However, computing VaR for longer

holding periods by scaling monthly VaR using the .,[ rule overestimates VaR at the 99

percent confidence level, and therefore risk managers should be cautious when

computing VaR for holding periods ofthree months or longer using a scaling procedure.
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Percent Confidence Level_tor InvejstrnenLPortfolios for Íle perigd 1936 - 2000
12 montlr equally 120 month equally weighted

Portfolio weighted STD _ srD 0.94 EWMA srD 0.97 EWMA srD

Table 4.1 One Month Parametric VaR: Percentage of Extreme Months Where Actual Losses Exceeded the VaR Estimate at the 99

600ó stocks, 40% gov.
bonds 2'05 0'77 0'64 0'90 0'39 0.00 1.03 0'00 0.00 0.90 0.00 0.00

60% stocks, 25%o gov.
bonds, l0%o corporate 2.05 0.90 0.64 l.16 0.51 0.13 1.03 0.00 0.00 1.03 0.00 0.00
bonds, 5% T-bills

100% stocks 2.18 l.4t 0.64 0.90 0.51 0.39 1.16 0.00 0.00 t.l6 0.00 0.00

600/o !ov. bonds, 30%
corp. bond, l0% T- 2.05 1.03 0.77 1.80 0.77 0.39 l.2B 0.00 0.00 t.4t 0.00 0.00
bills

Note: Given the 99 percent confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the Van computation one percent of6é-
time; for example, of 1000 trading months, l0 months would be expected to have losses exceeding ûrè VaR, or onå percent.
STD is standard deviation
Norm is normal distribution
dof is degrees of freedom
EWMA is Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

Norm t!_daf 6iaf Norm l0-dsf 6_daf Norm lOdof 6dof Norm lOdof 6dof



Table 4.2 3 Month Parametric and VaR: Percentage of Extreme Months Where Actual Losses Exceeded the Estimated 3 Month 99
Percent Confidence VaR Whe_n Scaling the.One Month VaR by .,6 for Investment portfolios for the period 1936 - 2000

12 month equally 120 month equally

607ostocks,40olo gov' 0.64 0.26 0.00 0.77 0.51 0.26 0.64 0.26 0.13 0.5r 0.26 0.26

60% stocks, 25%o gov.
bonds, l0olo corporare 0.77 0.26 0.00 0.77 0.51 0.26 0.64 0.26 0.13 0.64 0.26 0.26
bonds,5% T-bills

1007o stocks 0.77 0.26 0.13 1.03 0.51 0.39 0.77 0.26 0.13 0.90 0.39 0.26

60%o gov . bonds, 30%
corp. bond, l0% T- 1.67 0.77 0.39 2.05 t.t6 0.39 l.4l 0.26 0.26 1.93 0.39 0.00
bills

Note:Giventhe99percentconfidencelevel,actuallosseswouldbeexpectedtoexceedtheVaRco@
time; for example, of 1000 trading months, l0 months would be expected to have losses exceeding the VaR, or onå percent.
STD is standard deviation
Norm is normal distribution
dof is degrees of freedom
EWMA is Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

Portfolio weighted srD weighted STD 0.94 EWMA srD 0.97 EWMA srD
Norm lOdof é¡tof Norm l0_dsf 6_daf Nqrlq 10dof Adef -Norm--tõdof 6dof
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Table 4.3 6 Month Parametric VaR: Percentage of Extreme Months Where Actual Losses Exceeded the Estimated 6 Month 99
Percent Confidence VaR When Scaling the One Month VaR by J6 for Investment portfolios for the period 1936 - 2000

12 month equally 120 month equally

60% stocks, 40%o gov.
ù;lld; 

-- - 0.3e 0.00 0.00 0.3e 0.13 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.326 0.13 0.00

60%o stocks,2í%;o gov.
bonds, 107o corporate 0.39 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.13 0.13 0.26 0.13 0.00 0.26 0.13 0.00
bonds, 5% T-bills

100% stocks 0.26 0.13 0.00 0.39 0.13 0.13 o.3g 0.13 0.00 0.39 0.13 0.00

60%o gov. bonds, 30%
corp. bond, l0% T- 0.26 0.26 0.13 1.54 0.51 0.13 0.64 0.13 0.00 0.64 0.26 0.00
bills

Note: Given the 99 percent confidence level, actual losses would be expected to exceed the VaR computation one percent ofme
time; for example, of 1000 trading months, 10 months would be expected to have losses exceeding thè VaR, or onè percent.
STD is standard deviation
Norm is normal distribution
dof is degrees of f¡eedom
EWMA is Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

io weighred STD weighted STD 0.94 EWMA STD 0.97 EWMA STD
Norm lOdof fulof No.rn 10-¡!sf 6jef Narrn Mo! éjaf -Nrr. @ élaf
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Table 4.4 9 Month Parametric VaR: Percentage of Exfieme Months rvVhere Actual Losses Exceeded the Estimated 9 Month 99
Percent Confidence VaR Ìlren Sgaling 

-tle 
One Mont4 

_YaR by,Jt for Investment Portfolios for the period 1936 - 2000
12 month equally 120 month equally

f3iät**' 
40%o sov' 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.r3 0.r3 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00

60%o stocls,25%o gov.
bonds, l0olo corporate 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.13 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00 0.26 0.00 0.00
bonds, 5% T-bills

lOOoóstocks 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00

60%o gov. bonds, 30%
corp. bond, l0% T- 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.39 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00
bills
Note:Giventhe99percentconfidencelevel,actuallosseswouldbeexpectedtoexceedthevancom@
time; for example, of 1000 trading months, 10 months would be expected to have losses exceeding thè VaR, or onô percent.
STD is standard deviation
Norm is normal distribution
dof is degrees of freedom
EWMA is Exponentially rWeighted Moving Average

io weighted srD weighted srD 0.94 EWMA srD 0.97 EWMA srD
6_daf Norm lùlsf 6_daf Norm ¡!!af 6_def Ns.rn lljef élef
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Table 4.5 12 Month Parametric VaR: Percentage of Extreme Months Where Actual Losses Exceeded the Estimated 12 Month 99

607ostocks,40% gov' 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.r3 0.r3 0.00 0.r3 0.00 0.00 0.r3 0.00 0.00

600/o stocl<s, 25%o gov .

bonds, l0o%corporate 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.00
bonds, 5% T-bills

100% stocks 0.13 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.00 0.r3 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.13 0.00

600/o lov. bonds, 30%
corp. bond, l0% T- 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
bills

Note: Given the 99 percent confidence level, acfual losses would be expected to exceed the VaR computation one percent ofttre
time; for example, of 1000 trading months, 10 months would be expected to have losses exceeding thè VaR, or onè percent.
STD is standard deviation
Norm is normal distribution
dof is degrees of freedom
EWMA is Exponentially Weighted Moving Average

STD weighted STD 0.94 EWMA STD 0.97 EWMA STDweighted STD

Na¡ls l0iaf élaf -Nar---t!!af-@ Na¡n- Iljrf 6!of
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Figure 4.1. Bond Portfol¡o Total Monthty Returns and the gg percent confidence vaR
Using the 0.94 EWMA and the Normal Distr¡bution for 1936 - 2OOO

Actual monthly dollar retums

Note: An exception month is counted whenever the actual retum line crosses the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the
VaR line more than one percent of the time, or one month out of 100.
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Figure 4.2. 60 percent stocks and 40 percent Long-term Government Bonds portfor¡o
Actual Monthry Totar Returns and the 99 percent Gonfidence vaR us¡ng the 0.94 EWMAand the Normat D¡str¡but¡on for 1936 _ 2000
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Actual monthly dollar retums ----------->

Note: An exception month is counted whenever the actual retum line crosses the
VaR line more than one percent of the time, or one month out of I00.
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Figure 4.3.6 Month Ahead Scaling: 60 percent Stocks and 40 percent Long-term
Government Bonds Portfolio, 99 Percent confidence vaR using the 0.94 EWMA and the
Normal Distr¡bution for 1936 - 2000
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Note: An exception month is counted whenever the actual retum line crosses the VaR line. The actual retum line should not cross the
VaR line more than one percent of the time, or one month out of 100.

6-month 99 percent VaR ------------+
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CHAPTER5

SUMMARY

Recent years have seen an increæed emphæis on meæuring and controlling rist<,

partially due to market events such as the financial crises in the late 1990's in areas such

æ Asia and Latin America, æ well æ the collapse oftrading organizations such as Long-

Term Capital Management. One of the most widely used meæures of market risk is

Value at Risk (VaR) (Smithson 1998; Hull 1999), which attempts to measure the

maximum downside market risk at a given confidence level. VaR can be defined as the

"...maximum amount of money that may be lost on a portfolio over a given period of

time, with a given level ofconfidence" (Best 1999). The objective of this study is to

examine the performance of various VaR methods for measuring risk in financial

markets. VaR methods are tested by calculating how many times actual portfolio losses

exceed the computed VaR over a period ofpast price history for daily data. Any day

where actual losses exceed the computed VaR is counted as an exception day. Ifthe

percentage ofexception days is within the significant range, then the VaR model is

considered acceptable, Chapter Two and Chapter Three examine daily VaR in a number

of futures markets. Chapter Two examines the pæametric method for computing VaR

comparing the traditional normal distribution with the t-distribution. Chapter Three

examines the historical simulation method for computing VaR, and then compares this

method with the parametric method. Chapter Four examines the parametric method for

computing monthly VaR using total retums for stocks and bonds, The monthly VaR is

then scaled by lf to compute 3, 6, 9 and 12 month VaR.



Improved Parametric Methods for Computing Value at Risk

The objective of Chapter Two is to examine the performance of the parametric

method for computing VaR in twenty-eight futures markets. The normal distribution is

commonly used for computing parametric VaR. However, asset returns often show more

kurtosis, or fat tails, than is æsumed by the normal distribution. The t-distribution may be

a useful altemative because it maintains the eæe of use of standard deviation while

allowing for a higher Aequency of retums at the extreme ends of the distribution.

Results indicate daily VaR is more accurately computed at the 99 percent

confidence level when using the t-distribution with 10 degrees of freedom, Computing

VaR using the normal distribution tended to underestimate risk, or had more days when

actual losses exceeded the VaR than would be expected at the 99 percent confidence

level. Computing VaR using the t-distribution with 6 degrees of freedom and 4 degrees of

freedom tended to overestimate VaR, or as there \ryere too few days when acfual losses

exceeded the daily VaR.

These results may have implications for managers in financial and trading firms.

Since the t-distribution with 10 degrees offreedom showed more accuracy at the 99

percent confidence level than the commonly used normal distribution, firms may wish to

consider using the t-distribution given its accuracy, ease ofuse, and understanding.

A Test of the Historical Simulation Method for Computing Value at Risk

The objective of Chapter Three was to examine the historical simulation method

for computing VaR, and then compare these results with the parametric method for

computing VaR. A significant advantage of the historical simulation method, aside from
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its accuracy and ease ofuse, is the fact it is a nonparametric method and therefore no

statistical assumptions need to be made regarding the distribution ofasset retums. By

using actual price data the historical simulation method accounts for fat tails and greater

frequency of large price movements than is æsumed when using the traditional normal

distribution in the parametric method of computation.

Results show that the historical simulation method is relatively accurate for

computing 99 percent confidence one-day VaR when using a longer parameter of 1000

days. The 1000 day parameter also computed VaR more accurately than the parametric

method using the common assumption of normal distribution of retums, as the parametric

method using the normal distribution tended to underestimate VaR. The historical

simulation method using shorter parameters of 100 days and 250 days tend to

underestimate VaR.

The implications of these results are that ths historical simulation method is

confirmed as being an acceptable method for computing daily VaR for lineæ portfolios,

particularly when using a large sample parameter of 1000 days. Given the other

advantages of this method, firms may wish to consider the historical simulation method

as a valid method for VaR computations.

Value at Risk Methods For Institutional Investment Portfolios

The purpose ofChapter Four was to examine VaR from the perspective ofan

investor with a holding period of one month or longer, as opposed to the more common

one-day holding period. Total retums for large company US stocks, US corporate and

long-term govemment bonds, and US T-bills are used to comprise several portfolios that
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are representative of portfolios held by institutional investors such as mutual funds or

pension funds. The parametric method is used to compute monthly VaR for each of the

portfolios. The monthly VaR is then scaled by ".f to compute VaR for 3,6,9 and 12

months. While the assumptions sunounding the use of scaling by r[ do not exactly

represent æset price behavior, they are a good approximation and therefore it is common

to assume that these assumptions are close enough to allow the use of rf to be

reasonably accurate.

Results show that monthly VaR computations are relatively accurate at the 99

percent confidence level using the parametric method. However, scaling by "f tended to

overestimate risk, or there were fewer months when the actual losses exceeded the VaR

computation. Also, the VaR overestimation increased the further into the future that the

monthly VaR was scaled.

The implications of this study are that VaR measures risk relatively accurately at

the 99 percsnt confidence level for monthly retums, and therefore investment managers

may wish to consider using VaR to manage risk for longer holding periods. However,

managers should be cautious when scaling monthly VaR by .f to compute VaR for

longer holding periods as this practice tended to overestimate VaR.

Conclusions

The results ofthe three studies show that VaR can be a useful tool for managing

market risk in a variety of financial ma¡kets. However, the accuracy of a VaR method is

dependant on the æsumptions that are made in a given model and therefore managers

should use caution when computing VaR. Given the æsumptions sunounding the various
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VaR methods and the fact that VaR makes no attempt to measure losses on days when the

VaR is exceeded, VaR may be most effective when used in conjunction with other risk

measurement techniques and methods,
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APPENDIX A

100-Day Historical Simulation Example of Returns for Crude Oil For January 1,
1995
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Appendix A - 100 Day Historical Simulation Example of Retums for Crude Oil For
January 1, 1995.

Step I - Collect the daily percentage retums from the previous 100 days

Day Date Price Percentage Retum
-100 August 3, 1994 19.69 -0.203%
-99 August4, 1994 19.71,
-98 August 5, 1994 18.97

0.t02%
-3,754%

-3
a

-l

December23, 1994
December 29, 1994
December 30, 1994

17.79
t7.72
r7.76

0.850%
-0.393o/o

0.2260/o

Step 2 - Order the daily percentage retums from lowest to highest

Percentase Retum
-3.',154%
-3.649%
-3.066%
-2.993o/o

2.694%
2.8s9%

Step 3 - Multiply Percentage Changes by Cunent $1,000,000 Portfolio Value

Rank Dollæ Retum
-$37,540
-$36,490
-$30,660
-$29,930

szei,sqo
$28,590

Step 4 - Select the Desired VaR Confidence Level

If a 99%o confidence level is desired, choose the value where loss only is exceeded one
percent of the time. In this example the figure would be -$36,490. Therefore the 99%o

Value at Risk on January 1, 1995 for crude oil using the 100 day historical simulation
method would be $36,490.

100
99
98
97

)
I

100

99
98
97
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